GREETINGS!
Welcome to Wilmington, NC and to UNC CAUSE. I am delighted that our
fall UNC CAUSE conference is back and excited about the many different and
engaging opportunities that we have planned for our conference attendees this
year. Thanks so much for coming!
Our theme this year is Stop, Collaborate, Listen – how appropriate as we
all continue to do more with less. The State of North Carolina continues to
see shrinking revenue while the UNC System sees higher enrollments and
continued demands for excellence in information technology. We believe that
by collaborating, partnering and sharing our experiences and expertise we can
continue to achieve more with less.
We believe you will find the presentations by our colleagues and vendors both
stimulating and thought-provoking. We had an overwhelming number of
presentation requests, so the Program Committee worked hard to combine
presentations from across campuses to maximize both information as well as
opportunities for partnerships. Together we continue to move our communities
forward and provide rich and effective technology environments for our
campuses.
Please take the time to visit with the many vendors who have joined us for UNC
CAUSE this year. Our corporate demonstration area opens at noon on Monday
and runs through 5:00 pm on Tuesday. Thanks to all of our corporate sponsors
that help make UNC CAUSE a success!
We open our conference with an engaging talk by John Leydon, VP for
Information Resources and CIO of UNC-GA and close with a special panel
presentation on Social Media from some of the leading experts in the field;
please plan on attending both these important presentations.
On behalf of the entire UNC CAUSE 2010 Conference Committee – Welcome!
With warmest regards,
Sarah Noell
Chair, UNC CAUSE 2010
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Sarah Noell, Conference chair
Susan Klein, UNC CAUSE president
Jason Austin - Program chair
Franklin Finch - Social & Entertainment chair
Kristina Kelly - Networking co-chair
James Nesbitt - Networking co-chair
David Ladrie - Logistics - chair
Jen Riehle - Marketing & Publications chair
Jason Maners - Registration co-chair
Larry Robinson - Registration co-chair
Harry Nicholos - Vendor chair
Tony Copeland, Susanne Hesseltine, Laura Ladrie, Bobby Miller, Zachary
Mitcham, Jennifer Raby, Steve Perry, Gloria Schwartz, Eric Silberberg, Beverly
Vagnerini, Tami Violette
With special thanks to our NC State University team: Chris Donald and John
Martin for their invaluable assistance with editing and layout; to Garrison Locke
for managing the Un-conference; Karen Horne, Gail Gregory and Karen Tabron for
handling our finances.
And to the networking staff--who had to beef up the Hilton’s wireless infrastructure-to keep us all connected! From NC State University: Mike Gonzales, Jason Proctor,
Ken Rich, Alvin Gilmore; from UNC-W: Jeff Hunnicutt, Brian Barrett, Mike
Yelverton, and Wesley Padgett.
It takes a lot to put on this conference and many staff from many of the participating
universities helped to bring you UNC CAUSE 2010 and keep it running smoothly.
Please know that if you helped and your name isn’t explicitly listed here, your service
and initiative are appreciated.

HOSTING SCHOOLS
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QR CODES

WIRELESS NETWORK ACCESS

If you look around the conference, you’ll notice there are a good number of
square bar code looking things all over the place. They’re called QR codes, and
they’re becoming increasingly prevalent in the US. You may have seen them on
signs around town, in magazines, or on product displays in stores.

UNC CAUSE has wireless access available with the SSID “unccause” from within
the Hilton Wilmington Riverside.

A QR code is a two-dimensional bar code that can store
various types of information – anything from URLs to text
to contact information. It’s a really simple way to link a
physical object in the world to the internet. They call this
a “hardlink” or a “physical world hyperlink.” Try it with the
QR code on the right to jump to the UNC CAUSE ‘10 home
page!
Originally, QR codes were designed to track parts of vehicles during the
manufacturing process, but they’ve been repurposed in a much wider context to
quickly direct people to various types of information. If you’ve got a smart phone,
odds are good that there’s a QR scanner application available for you to download.
We’re using QR codes at the conference to provide you with a simple way to
quickly get you to useful information on the web. Be sure to scan the various
codes you find around the conference to get a map of the hotel, the location of the
Henrietta, review conference speakers, or maybe you’ll find something else even
more awesome!
If you’ve got an iPhone, we recommend the AT&T Code Scanner or NeoReader.
If you’ve got an Android device, it’s got a QR scanner already built in!

There is no password reqired to access this network.
Special thanks to AT&T and Time Warner Cable for providing network access!

SOCIAL MEDIA
Keeping up with the happenings of the conference has never been easier. We at
UNC CAUSE love social media, so we have prepared a few things to help you stay
connected.
We will be tweeting from the conference Twitter account at @unccause. Any
changes to the schedule or announcements will be posted here first, so if you want
to stay on top of whats going on, follow us on Twitter!
Speaking of Twitter, as you tweet things to your own
account about UNC CAUSE, you can tag your tweet with
the #unccause hashtag. Why would you do this? Because
we have setup a nifty little tool called Twitterslurp that
aggregates all the tweets tagged with #unccause. It is a
great way to follow all the action from attendees of the
conference. Visit the UNC CAUSE Twitterslurp by going
to http://unccause.org/twitter/ or scanning the QR code to
the right.
140 characters not enough for you? A picture is worth a thousand words and we
want you to share those too! Post to Flickr (don’t forget to tag with the #unccause
tag) and check out the latest images at http://www.flickr.com/ (search “unccause”).
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WHAT IS THE UN-CONFERENCE?

SESSION PRESENTATION SLIDES

The concept of the Un-Conference, or UnCon, is one that emerged a few years
ago and an idea that you might not be familiar with.

There is always interest in accessing session slides after
the conference, so we are asking our speakers to distribute
their slides via SlideShare (http://slideshare.net). There is
even a special section for slides to be posted on SlideShare
just for UNC CAUSE. You can access it by going to
http://slideshare.net/event/unc-cause-10/ or scanning the
QR code to the right.

If you’ve ever been to a conference and said to yourself, “Self, I’m really enjoying
this conference, but it seems like there are things people want to talk about that
aren’t on the schedule! Shoot, I’d even be willing to talk about something myself!”
then the Un-Conference is for you.
If buzzwords are your thing, think of the Un-Conference as a set of ad hoc subconference discussions. Near the Un-Conference room, there will be a board on
which you can sign up for a spot to speak about whatever is on your mind. Be
sure to sign up early for a spot as they will go fast.
What this means for you and for the conference is two-fold. One, you can be sure
to find a wide variety of small talks that are hopefully relevant to your interests.
And two, you’ll have the opportunity to sign up on the spot to speak about some
topic about which you care deeply. If you weren’t selected to speak at the main
conference, then the UnCon is your chance at conference speaking glory!
So if you’d like an alternative conference experience or you’ve got something
you’d really like to talk about that isn’t part of the main conference tracks then
come and find us at the UnConference. We’ll be the ones without a pre-planned
schedule.

SPEAKER EVALUATIONS
Conference attendees’ input is very important to us, so we always do speaker
evaluations for each session at UNC CAUSE. In years past, we have used pencil
and paper to do the speaker evaluations, but this year we are hopping on the “going green” bandwagon and using an online service called Joind.in. Joind.in allows
attendees to submit feedback about a session online, and it also allows our speakers to get immediate and effective feedback about how they did. To make it even
more convenient, Joind.in provides Android and iPhone/iPod apps as well as their
website.
The UNC CAUSE page on Joind.in has been uploaded with
all of our sessions. They are available for review during
and after the conference, so take some time to give some
good feedback to the speakers. You can access the page by
going to http://joind.in/event/view/399 or scanning the QR
code to the right.
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MORE HELPFUL QR CODES
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SCHEDULE GRID

SCHEDULE GRID

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 2010
MCRAE

LATIMER

DEROSSET BELLAMY

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 2010
DUDLEY

1:30pm–
2:15pm

Welcome and Opening Keynote - Stop, Collaborate, Listen
John Leydon, CIO of UNC system

2:30pm–
3:15pm

Yammer
Time! –
Creating
Collaboration,
Conversation
and Culture

If You’ve Got
a Problem,
Yo – I’ll Solve
It: Using
Tools to Solve
Network
Problems

Getting Your
Message Out:
Communicating with Your
Customers

A Story of
Openness:
How Faculty
Partnerships
Drive the
LMS

Carolina
Counts: An
Update on
the Bain
Consulting
Report

Email
Archiving:
What The
Governor’s
Directive
Means to the
UNC System

Future Data
Center
ManagementDell

Transforming
the
Technology
Stack- Oracle

Cost Game
Change for
the UNC
System- HP

How We
Drupal,
How Do You
Drupal?

Active
Directory
BOF

2010
Classroom
Summit
Exchange

3:15pm–
3:45pm

Break - Sponsored by CDWG and NetApp

3:45pm–
4:30pm

Storage as
a ServiceNetStar-1

Next
Generation
Data CentersNWN

4:45pm–
5:45pm

Software Asset
Management:
Collaboration
and Control

How Do You
Virtual Server
Manage (to)
BOF
and Lead Your
Help Desk?

8:45pm–
10:30pm

Securing
Your Virtual
EnvironmentTrend Micro

CAROLINA

LATIMER

DEROSSET BELLAMY

7:00am–
8:30am

Breakfast - Sponsored by Dell and Intel

8:30am–
9:15am

UnConference

10:15am–
10:45am

Desktop
Virtualization
PotentialCDW-G and
NetApp

DUDLEY

CAROLINA AZALEA

1:15pm–
2:00pm

New Intel
Server Blade
System- HP

A Look
Behind
the Cloud
Computing
Curtain

Ante Up! Use
Planning Poker to Prioritize
Projects

After the
Breach

Ten Strategies
in Navigating
Your Success

2:15pm–
3:00pm

UnConference

Proactive
Process
Prevention:
Define IT
Services
Through Data

Data Center
Disaster
Recovery
Unplugged

Office of the
State Auditor
IS Audit
Update

Social Media
Goes to
College:
Building
Your Campus
Community

Quality
Development
for All
Employees on
a Shoestring
Budget

3:00pm–
3:30pm

Break - Sponsored by Oracle

3:30pm–
4:30pm

UnConference

Learning
Space
Smackdown

Apple BOF

Google Apps
for Education
User Group

6:00pm–
10:00pm

Henrietta Dinner Cruise - Sponsored by Alphanumeric and HP

DUDLEY

CAROLINA AZALEA

Agile in
Higher
Education IT:
Myths and
Methods

Utilizing
Student
Expertise to
Provide IT
Support

Implementing UNC CPI
eProcurement Workstation
and eInvoice – Standards
A Case Study

Console
Server
Network
BenefitsTripp Lite

University
Transformation via
Video- Cisco

Vendor
Presentation
by IBM

UNC-CH Poll
Everywhere
Pilot: Clickers
without the
Clickers

Technology
Converged
That
IT InfrastrucEmpowers
ture- HP
Big SavingsAlphanumeric

Delivering
Digital
Classroom
Content

Identity and
Access Management

Virtual
Computing
Lab BOF

Wireless
Networking
BOF

Going Mobile
On Campus

Lunch - Sponsored by NetStar-1
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IPTV Panel

Kace/KBOX
BOF

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH, 2010
MCRAE

Break - Sponsored by EMC

10:45am– Un11:45am Conference

11:45am–
1:15pm

DEROSSET BELLAMY

UnConference

Dessert and Trivia - Sponsored by Cisco and NWN

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 2010

9:30am–
10:15am

LATIMER

LATIMER

DEROSSET BELLAMY

DUDLEY

CAROLINA

Western
Carolina
University
– What’s
in Your
Briefcase?

Rightsizing Project
Tracking and
Management

7:00am–
8:30am

Breakfast - Sponsored by HP

8:30am–
9:15am

Battle Against
Sensitive Data
Leakage

UnConference

What’s That
Building?
Using
Google’s Map
API to Create
a Campus
Map

Going the
Distance
without
Leaving Your
Desk

9:30am–
10:15am

Student
Organization
Web
Application

UnConference

Using VoIP to
Enhance Mass
Emergency
Notifications

IT Assessment Alternate
Tools and
Reality Games
Strategies
on Campus

Content
Strategy for
the Web, or
Read My
Lips(um)

Mac Management Made
Easy – The
Casper Way

Where U At?
LocationBased Services
for Higher
Education

10:15am– Break - Sponsored by IBM
10:45am
10:45am– Computer
UnDocument
11:30am Incident
Conference
ManageResponse
ment at East
Framework
Carolina
University
11:30am–
12:15pm
12:15pm–
1:15pm

Everything
Old is New
Again

Lunch - Sponsored by HP
Social Media Panel and Closing Message
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
OPENING KEYNOTE – STOP, COLLABORATE, LISTEN
John Leydon – CIO – University of North Carolina – General Administration

The mission of UNC-GA Information Resources includes a commitment
to employ every possible improvement in efficiency and effectiveness
of information technology for its constituent campuses. To this end,
collaborative efforts have been vigorously pursued and several cost
efficiency and service effectiveness initiatives have been introduced
during the past year and several more are scheduled for the upcoming
year. This keynote address will describe both what has happened and,
also, what is about to happen with UNC collaborations.

CLOSING KEYNOTE - SOCIAL MEDIA PANEL

UNC CAUSE is excited to bring together an exciting group to explore
the value and execution of social media in higher education. This panel
discussion will be focused on key areas related to social media such as
marketing, analytics, and student engagement. Sitting on the panel will
be…
WAYNE SUTTON – @WAYNESUTTON

Wayne Sutton helps individuals, startups and businesses succeed in understanding how to communicate on the social web
via brand strategy, social networks and location-based services. With nearly 10 years experience in the technology and
social media sector, he’s provided counsel to business leaders ranging from founders of small start-ups and representatives of non-profit
organizations to CEOs of large and small corporations. Wayne is the business
development/marketing strategist for TriOut and partner at OurHashtag.

ADAM COVATI – @COVATI

A web applications architect for over 10 years, Adam
drives product strategy and leads software development
for Argyle Social. He has deep experience in both the
product and technical side of software-as-a-service
products, particularly in the online marketing sector.
Prior to launching Argyle, Adam led product
development on enterprise marketing products at Unica and email marketing
products at Bronto Software. He is a recognized online marketing expert and
frequently speaks at email marketing, social media, and web analytics events.
Adam received a BS in Computer Science from Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

LESLIE DARE

Dr. Leslie Dare is the Director of Student Affairs Technology
Services at North Carolina State University. Her primary
responsibility is providing leadership for the Division of
Student Affairs in the areas of technology, communications
and distance education. This includes strategic planning for
the Division and its 35 units, and representing the Division
and its units in campus-wide technology planning, policies
and initiatives. She manages the technology staff that supports units and
users within the Division, with responsibility for academic and administrative
computing, classroom technologies, web development and special applications.
Dr. Dare has conducted research and taught at the graduate level regarding
technology’s role in student affairs, focusing on the technology administration
and planning, the use of technology in delivering student services and
development programs, and the impact of technology on students’ behavior.
Recent projects include the use of learning management systems to deliver
student services and programs, and the use of social media by student affairs
units to communicate with students.

Wayne is the president of the Triangle Social Media Club chapter. Wayne has
spoken at various conferences and events such as SXSW, Social Media Breakfast, Triangle American Marketing Association, Pubcon Austin and Blog World.
Staying current with the ever changing trends in the technology community.
Wayne loves making videos, blogging, educating and inspiring others.
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SESSION ABSTRACTS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 2:30 - 3:15 PM
MCRAE

Yammer Time! – Creating Collaboration, Conversation and Culture

Yammer is a private microblogging platform which has been described as a cross between Facebook
and Twitter. ECU is piloting this platform during the Fall 2010 semester. The pilot consists of many
different groups around campus including the College of Business, New Faculty Orientation group,
College of Nursing and the Instructional Technology Consultants(just to name a few).
During the pilot we will be looking at how Yammer changes the culture at ECU. Does it facilitate
collaboration? Is Yammer an appropriate platform for facilitating communication and has it
changed the culture in which ECU communicates?
During this presentation you will learn what Yammer is, how it works and the lessons learned
during the Fall 2010 pilot.
Matt Long – East Carolina

LATIMER

If You’ve Got a Problem, Yo – I’ll Solve It: Using Tools to Solve Network
Problems

Learn how North Carolina State University is using a mixture of open source, commercial, and
home grown applications and tools to facilitate network development and end user support.
Learn about some of the open source network management tools that are out there that can
help you facilitate a robust and statistically represented networked environment. Explore the
vast array of tools extended to the end user designed to enhance work flow and lead to a more
proactive network management system.
See a demonstration of how these tools are applied to real world problems and lead to design
and policy changes. See how NC State represents the network graphically, trends data, and
implements change using tools. Share your tips of network troubleshooting applications and
discuss end user strategy.
Derek Engi – NC State

DEROSSET Getting Your Message Out: Communicating with Your Customers
Our IT organizations continually change. We introduce new tools, new policies and new
procedures. But change can be hard – both for the IT organization and its customers. Each
introduction of something new can be made smoother by early, consistent, and thoughtfullycrafted communications to our campus community. And what happens when things go wrong?
This session will help attendees learn how to develop plans for effective communications with
their users/customers. Examples will be provided for discussion.
Beth Millbank – UNC-Chapel Hill

BELLAMY

A Story of Openness: How Faculty Partnerships Drive the LMS

This presentation will discuss the ways in which the faculty on our campus have had a voice in the
choice and enhancement of our learning management system. We will also present the benefits
and challenges of having an open process. Additionally, we will discuss our faculty support model
and how we react to the types of issues our faculty face- providing just-in-time tools and guides
to reduce the amount of consulting support they need. We have also worked with other groups on
campus such as continuing education and student orientation to integrate their 3rd party systems
with Moodle, thereby allowing them to facilitate instruction through that tool.
Nicole Harris – UNC-Charlotte
Caryl Gordon – UNC-Charlotte
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 2:30 - 3:15 PM
DUDLEY

Carolina Counts: An Update on the Bain Consulting Report

UNC Chapel Hill contracted with Bain Consulting in 2009 to assess how to make theuniversity
more efficient. The Chancellor established the Carolina Counts initiative to implement the Bain
recommendations. This presentation will specifically focus on the IT aspects of the Carolina
Counts initiative and describe how we’re approaching this.
Larry Conrad – UNC-Chapel Hill

CAROLINA

Email Archiving: What The Governor’s Directive Means to the UNC System

Since July, 2009, when Governor Perdue signed Executive Order No. 18 regarding an e-mail
retention and archiving policy for Executive Branch employees, there has been much confusion
and difference of opinion within the UNC System as to just how this impacts our requirements
for archiving and retaining e-mail. How long should faculty and staff e-mail be kept? Does
student e-mail need to be retained as well? This discussion led by Paul Hudy of UNC General
Administration, will attempt to provide some clarity from a UNC System perspective of what is
required of UNC campuses around e-mail retention, as well as outline best practices for campuses
to follow.
Todd Sutton – UNC-Greensboro
Paul Hudy – UNC General Administration

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 3:45 - 4:30 PM
MCRAE

Netstar-1: Storage as a Service

The advent of cloud and grid technologies present interesting opportunities for organizations
to virtualize their storage infrastructure and present capacity as a service or utility. This
presentation will address the concept behind storage as a service, what tools exist to facilitate
its implementation, and what attributes the underlying hardware infrastructure must include to
make this concept a reality.
Matt Livingston, IBM Evangelist, Systems and Technology Group

LATIMER

NWN: Building the Next Generation Data Center

Organizations are facing a growing and increasingly complex set of challenges in the data center.
Traditional measures of operational capability such as system availability and resource utilization
are facing increasingly stringent expectations, and new metrics such as energy efficiency have
been added to the mix. At the same time, because of IT’s increasingly important role in business,
data centers are facing a new set of external demands such as global availability, regulatory
compliance, and the expectations of the empowered user.
The Cisco Data Center Business Advantage is an architectural framework for dynamic networked
organizations. The framework allows organizations to create services faster, improve profitability,
and reduce the risk of implementing new business models. As businesses move to evolve their
data center infrastructure to meet increasing business demands, the Cisco Nexus Family provides
a means to protect investments in existing infrastructure and incrementally add capabilities and
capacity in a cost-effective manner.
Cisco Data Center 3.0 provides a granular, practical framework for transforming the data center to meet
the evolving needs of organizations with a data center strategy designed for long-term sustainability.
Cisco Data Center 3.0 emphasizes investment protection and the incremental incorporation of
new technologies and infrastructure, so investment is more closely aligned with business need. The
underlying tenets of Cisco Data Center 3.0, consolidation, virtualization, automation, yield both
reduced total cost of ownership (TCO; better asset utilization, reduced power and cooling needs, and
improved operational efficiency) and improved responsiveness to the needs of the business.
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 3:45 - 4:30 PM

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 3:45 - 4:30 PM

CONTINUED
Please join NWN as we present a “Virtual Whiteboard” discussing how Cisco solutions can
address these challenges with proven solutions including:
• Reducing total cost of ownership
• Accelerating business growth
• Extending the life of current infrastructure by making your data center more efficient,
agile, and resilient
• Ensuring more efficient use of data center facilities
• Gaining operational efficiencies and cost savings through standardization and asset
consolidation
• Increasing asset utilization to increase flexibility and reduce costs

CAROLINA

HP: HP’s New Network family – Cost Game Change for UNC system

For too long the networking world has been dominated by a single vendor’s proprietary closed and
rigid infrastructure that is hard to manage, vulnerable to attacks and expensive to maintain. At
HP, we’re transforming the way networks are deployed and managed with our new game-changing
Converged Infrastructure product and services portfolio. Proprietary infrastructure and lack of
choice keep networking costs high. It’s time you had options. A modern, standards-based network
architecture from HP cuts costs, is easier to manage, and improves your ability to innovate. You
choose the products and solutions that are right for your school’s budget. It’s a new ball game!
HP Mini Netbook door prize from Alphanumeric, must be present to win.
Bill Hicks, HP Networking Specialist

Scott Popolizio – Technology Consultant

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 4:45 - 5:45 PM

DEROSSET Trend Micro: Securing Your Virtual Environment

MCRAE

Eric will be speaking about the challenges of securing Virtual Servers as well as Virtual Desktops.
The presentation will center around how Trend Micro’s Partnership with VMware Citrix and
Microsoft provide an integrated approach that leads to efficiencies.
Eric Geller, Senior Sales Engineer

As software expenditures claim an increasing proportion of budgetary resources at a time when those
resources are shrinking, software asset managers and budget offices are caught between the need to
provide a robust software environment and the need to make software dollars go further.
Tools and business processes which enhance, or remove impediments to, collaboration are
becoming essential to the accomplishment of these sometimes competing objectives. These may
include more robust asset tracking across and within organizational units, centralized purchasing,
and the creation of central license repositories among other initiatives.
The presenters will discuss tools and solutions they have found useful in pursuit of this
collaboration and participants will be asked to share their successes and challenges as well.
Janice Tulloss – UNC-Greensboro
Bill Coker – NC State

BELLAMY

Dell: How to Manage Your Data Center in the Future

Gartner recognizes the power of virtualizing the data center and the cost/performance gains
it achieves. They spotlight three companies that can deliver, but Dell is the only one that
Gartner highlights for providing the benefits without the requirement of closed-ended hardware
commitments and risks of vendor lock-in. Dell also gives you the flexibility to start small and
expand coverage as needed, reducing the risk of a large up-front investment. It is also the only
solution that is adaptable to provide a virtual computing lab solution that is fully support and
easy to install. Learn about the power and benefits of Dell’s Advanced Infrastructure solution
and how you can have the tools to run your data centers for the future without compromising
your budget or your existing hardware investment. DELL STREAK! A CHANCE TO WIN
DELL’S 5-inch TABLET BY ATTENDING.
Angelo Rodriguez – Dell Infrastructure and Network Specialist

DUDLEY

Oracle: Transforming the Technology Stack for Increased Application
Performance

Oracle’s strength in the database layer uniquely positions it to drive increased server performance
and lower storage hardware costs through innovation in the software stack that cannot be
replicated by competing hardware vendors. The first example of this transformed technology
stack is the Oracle Exadata, delivering extreme performance and scalability for all database
applications.
Graeme Poskitt - Principle Sales Consultant

LATIMER

Software Asset Management: Collaboration and Control

How Do You Manage (to) and Lead Your Help Desk?

A special topics luncheon at SERC10 last June spawned lively conversations on managing and
leading a help desk. This panel brings the discussion to CAUSE attendees to share ideas regarding
outsourcing, student-sourcing, setting service limitations, assigning administrative rights for
front-line staff, training and preparation, curtailing burn-out and retaining excellent staff.
Cynthia Saylor – UNC-Pembroke
Chris King – NC State
Fred Melchor – Elon University
Tami Violette – UNC-Wilmington

DEROSSET Designing and Managing VMware Virtual Infrastructure BOF
We’ve all seen the VMware demonstrations and are now running our virtualized infrastructures
based off them. So how are we doing it? How are we building and deploying VMs within it? How
are we using Resource Pools, Reservations, and Limits? What solutions are we using for backups,
VM life-cycle management, and sprawl? What problems are we still looking for or evaluating
solutions for? Come, commiserate, and ask questions of other VMware administrators and let’s
see if we can help each other out.
Richard McLane – NC State
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BELLAMY

LATIMER

How We Drupal, How Do You Drupal?

Mark Shropshire (UNCC), Stephen Taylor (ASU), and Nick Young (NCSU) will lead a discussion
about how UNC Charlotte, Appalachian State, and NC State are implementing Drupal at their
institutions.
Stephen will talk about how his group became a 1-stop-shop for campus Drupal support at ASU.
Recognizing its importance to their success, they created a robust support structure, and now
build turnkey Drupal Web sites for departments at no charge. In just 18 months they are closing
in on 150 sites rebuilt and deployed.
Nick will provide information about running Drupal for the Central OIT Web site, as well as
developing Drupal sites for varying groups across the NC State campus.
Mark will talk about his use of Drupal and Drupal distributions in his department, Student
Union, Activities and Recreation. He will also touch on the recent departmental Drupal theme
development and the selection of Drupal to drive the new UNC Charlotte home page.
Mark, Stephen and Nick will kick off the discussion, but the focus will be on discussion,
collaboration, and hearing how different institutions, departments and even individual designers
or developers are working with Drupal.
Mark Shropshire – UNC-Charlotte
Stephen Taylor – Appalachian State
Nick Young – NC State

DUDLEY

Active Directory BOF

Rianderu ntiur, quibearum, velibus eles ut faceptas quidunto et, cupis sedi aditi vene cum qui
non minveliquam sa porio.
Rianderu ntiur, quibearum, velibus

CAROLINA

2010 Classroom Summit Exchange

The 2010 Classroom Summit preconference workshop (at this year’s UNC CAUSE) brought
together the stakeholders in campus learning space from each of the UNC system campuses and
beyond to exchange ideas and discuss:
• The challenges and choices we face as demand for services and facilities outpaces budget growth.
• The impact of emerging technologies (such as lecture capture, wireless video, HDTV) on services.
• The need for improving processes (including planning for classroom improvements;
inclusive designs that support teaching and learning needs; governance over classroom
resources; budgets) as we grow from a mom ‘n’ pop shop into an enterprise-level service.
• How to bring all the above challenges, services, and desires together to create a practical
learning environment that facilitates educational goals.
All UNC CAUSE attendees are invited to participate in this dynamic wrap-up session in which
we review key take-aways from our earlier sessions and identify next-steps for the coming year.
Susan Peck – Elizabeth City State
Steve Clark – UNC-Charlotte
Jeff Stanfield – UNC-Wilmington
Joe Schuch – Thorburn Assoc. Inc.
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The Un-conference

DEROSSET Agile in Higher Education IT: Myths and Methods
Agile is a buzzword bringing together a variety of practices, methods, products, and commercial
services under one umbrella. There are good ideas with tangible value for IT teams in agile
literature, but there is also hype.
This presentation explores the real world adoption of Agile and lean project management
methodologies by a software development team working in the higher education environment.
We will discuss the processes and tools that enabled productivity, but on occasion failed to help
the team avoid pitfalls. More hypothetical applications to the IT enterprise at large will also be
covered, encompassing support and operations disciplines.
Agile software development is a loose family of methodologies that places a focus on delivering
value to the customer incrementally in short time frames and adapting to meet ever shifting
goals. The application of these principles to everyday practice varies depending on the specific
methodology adopted. Across the board, Agile places a high value on personal development
through teamwork and the mitigation of risk through effective communication.
Literature on Agile methods is compelling, but often written for an environment significantly
different from the higher education institution. Many Agile recommendations feel like best
practices, but implementing best practices across a team can be deceptively tricky. Smaller teams
are at a significant advantage when it comes to being Agile, so you may be surprised how Agile
your team already is or you may find that only a few additional adjustments make a substantial
difference.
Troy Hurteau – NC State

BELLAMY

Utilizing Student Expertise to Provide IT Support

The Division of Information Technology, DoIT, at UNC Pembroke, initiatied the BraveTech
Program to employ students to serve the needs of computer users on campus. Over the last nine
years we have continued to perfect the student assistant program. The BraveTech program has
morphed over the years in all areas, especially training.
When the program first began in 2001, the training process was a “learn by doing approach,” then
a training “boot camp” process was established for the student assistants to complete. Currently,
BraveTechs begin the program as observers by shadowing the current and most experienced
BraveTechs to build upon their knowledge-base and skills. BraveTechs diagnose and repair
computer systems in offices and student labs, install and troubleshoot software and assist with
special IT projects. All UNCP students are eligible to apply, regardless of major. Ironically, most of
the BraveTechs are neither Computer Science nor Information Technology majors, but applicants
must have some experience troubleshooting PC and Mac hardware or software. Presently, there
are ten BraveTechs employed, with four scheduled to graduate this academic year. Many graduate
with the potential of “walking” into a position with DoIT. Learn how the BraveTech manager
selects the best talent from a 30-minute interview and produces highly-respected individuals
with superior technology skills.
Cassie Manis – UNC-Pembroke
Liz Cummings – UNC-Pembroke
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DUDLEY

LATIMER

Implementing eProcurement and eInvoice – A Case Study

This presentation provides an overview of the implementation of eProcurement and eInvoicing
at UNC Charlotte. The main thrust of the presentation is non-technical, although some technical
topics are discussed at a high level. Emphasis is provided on project management, vendor
interaction, impact upon the purchasing process, testing, and on-going support.
Topics:
• Project Team make-up
• Working with SciQuest and SunGard
• Architecture of the integration component
• System and user acceptance testing
• Data synching and integration
• Reengineering purchasing processes
• Using hosted and punch-out vendors
• Authenticating users and custom integration
• Keeping in step with Banner upgrades
• Roll-out approach
This presentation would be useful to those universities that are either currently in an implementation
process or plan to implement eProcurement and eInvoicing in the coming fiscal year.
Bill Pace – UNC-Charlotte

CAROLINA

UNC CPI Workstation Standards

This panel seeks to provide background and information around the new UNC CPI Workstation
Standards program. It will include a sample number of UNC campuses who describe how they
are implementing the CPI standards on their campuses, followed by audience Q&A.
Paul Hudy – UNC Office of the President

AZALEA

UNC-CH Poll Everywhere Pilot: Clickers without the Clickers

CDW-G & NETAPP: Desktop Virtualization: Gain Its Full Potential

Realize the full potential of your virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) with storage that’s flexible,
available, and cost effective.
Storage is a critical part of any desktop virtualization solution. Desktop virtualization software
allows you to deploy and manage desktop environments and applications centrally. You can
provide user access to a virtual desktop over standard network infrastructure without affecting
your users’ level of control over their desktop environments. However, many of the potential
advantages of desktop virtualization can be limited by higher storage costs and inflexible
infrastructure. With CDW-G and NetApp storage, you can:
• Reduce VDI storage costs by deduplicating redundant data stored across virtual
desktops, user directories, and backup and DR copies
• Provision thousands of virtual desktops in minutes with nearly instant, low-overhead
storage cloning.
• Provide users continuous access to their virtual desktops with 99.999% storage
availability, automated disaster recovery, and VDI performance acceleration that
addresses desktop boot or login storms.
• Back up all virtual desktops and user data directly on the storage system while costeffectively keeping a daily history of every desktop for months or years.
With CDW-G and NetApp you can get the flexibility, high availability, and cost effectiveness
required to grow your virtual desktop environment.
Bob Moore – Net App – Senior Account Executive
Matt Fielding-Russell – CDWG – Account Executive
Paul Schaapman – Virtualization Solution Architect

DEROSSET Tripp Lite: How to Maximize Network Availability, Manageability, Security
& Efficiency with Tripp Lite Console Servers

Institutions continue to struggle with a proliferation of class response systesms on campus. Not
wanting students to have to purchase “specialist devices” (Jones et al. 2006), some faculty at UNCCH have begun to experiment with services that leverage mobile devices that students already own.
Attempts to use systems that support only WiFi transmission of data have not been as successful
as those that also support SMS submission. In Spring 2010, the Center for Faculty Excellence
sponsored a pilot of Poll Everywhere, one such system. The session will discuss results from a
survey of 500+ undergraduate Biology students and faculty users. Audience members will be
invited to use Poll Everywhere to answer questions posed by the presenter and to submit their
own questions to the group.
Suzanne Cadwell – UNC-Chapel Hill

Managers throughout UNC’s network require secure, remote access to IT equipment continuously,
at any time of the day or night. Tripp Lite Console Servers provide UNC managers with secure,
remote access while maximizing availability, manageability, security and efficiency.
Tripp Lite Console Servers allow one user (or multiple users) to remotely manage multiple devices
(servers, storage arrays, routers, switches, UPS Sys., KVM switches, etc.) through their serial
console ports. By ensuring continuous remote access, Tripp Lite Console Servers save significant
costs (payroll costs, travel costs and opportunity costs) involved with accessing devices locally. To
maximize availability, Tripp Lite Console Servers provide managers with multiple “failsafe” access
channels that allow them to continuously manage their remote devices, even if the primary access
channel is down or becomes less secure.
In addition, Tripp Lite Console Servers are the only models on the market that include three
embedded power management tools (NUT, PowerMan and PowerAlert) that allow users to monitor
power conditions throughout their networks and take proactive steps to reduce downtime.
Tripp Lite Console Servers simplify management, allowing users to control up to 1,000 devices
using only one IP address (assigned to the Console Server). With IP, users can remotely control
their devices from anywhere in the world via a secure SSH tunnel. In addition, Tripp Lite Console
Servers are the only models on the market that include an embedded Linux operating system (with
full access to the Linux shell), allowing users to customize operation of the Console Server and
connected devices. Other embedded management features include Nagios and IPMI tools.
Availability and manageability must be balanced with security. Tripp Lite Console Servers are
the only models on the market that include FREE secure tunneling software. All other major
manufacturers require users to pay additional costs for this mission-critical feature.
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CONTINUED:
Tripp Lite Console Servers support users’ efforts to save energy, control power costs and reduce
their facilities’ carbon footprint. Consolidating management platforms eliminates redundant
workstations and reduces power consumption.
Why choose Tripp Lite Console Servers? UNC network managers simply get more benefits while
reducing their costs. In addition, when UNC managers buy Tripp Lite, they deal with the most
experienced manufacturer in the industry—with over 85 years of reliable service. Since Tripp Lite
offers over 1,000 power protection and connectivity products, customers choose Tripp Lite because
they want to standardize on a manufacturer that offers a single source solution.
Jeff Stieman – Tripp Lite Applications Engineer

AZALEA

BELLAMY

Cisco: Video…What’s Possible In Transforming the University

Video Changes Everything! It is becoming nearly-ubiquitous as it changes the Internet,
streamlines processes within the university, increases collaboration among faculty/students/
staff/researchers, extends communication, and enhances learning. As data, voice, and IP video
converge, video is emerging as a driving force in the business transformation of the university.
Cisco’s Business Video solutions are at the forefront of this revolution in the way we work, play,
live and learn.
Cisco provides solutions to foster collaboration across the department, school, university, state,
country and globe using a wide range of business video tools, including Cisco TelePresence, Cisco
WebEx, Cisco Digital Signs, video conferencing, video on demand, Cisco Show and Share, and Cisco
Video Surveillance. Interoperability increases the business value of the tools. For example, students
or faculty can view live video of executives captured in one Cisco TelePresence room in other Cisco
TelePresence rooms, digital signs in common areas, video portals, over IPTV, and even on their
smartphones. This presentation will show how your university can take advantage of business video
for enhanced collaboration, learning, operational efficiency and a competitive advantage.
See how universities are adapting their networks in order to support this transformation of their
organizations for their users to communicate, collaborate, educate, and protect people and assets.
Chris Alexander – Professional Sales Specialist for Collaboration Solutions

DUDLEY

Vendor Presentation by IBM

See details online.

CAROLINA

Alphanumeric: Make Technology Work For You: Empower Users To Do
More While Saving Big

Every organization feels the pain of slow, inefficient processes. Higher education is no exception.
Manual business processes are prone to redundancy, human error, and unexpected slow-downs.
But by automating these processes, you’ll see significant improvements in efficiency, and with
that, greater productivity and cost-savings as your day-to-day operations move forward with less
friction.
Steve Chase, Alphanumeric’s Vice President of Emerging Markets
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HP: HP’s Converged IT Infrastructure: A Computing Transformation

Convergence—the solution to IT resource sprawl—is one of today’s mega-trends, and it is a
good predictor of tomorrow’s business infrastructures. Infrastructure convergence breaks down
manual processes and technology silos and brings together all IT resources into adaptive pools of
assets that can be shared by many applications and managed as a service. At HP, we call this the
HP Converged Infrastructure.
Available today, the HP Converged Infrastructure provides a blueprint for the data center of the future
that eliminates costly and rigid IT silos so you can spend much more of your IT budget on business
innovation. This is achieved by converging server, storage and networks with facilities – all managed
through a common management platform. The result is an infrastructure that delivers a new level of
simplicity, integration, and automation that can transform computing for all UNC campuses!
HP Mini Netbook door prize from Alphanumeric, must be present to win.
Kent Klitzke, HP Enterprise Architect

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 10:45 - 11:45 AM
LATIMER

The Un-conference

DEROSSET Delivering Digital Classroom Content: The Hybrid Theory of Classroom
Capture
Classroom capture has been a hot topic in higher education for years. Interest and activity in this
realm of information technology has only increased as the technologies available have matured
and evolved. In this session we will be discussing our experiences in implementing and running
a specific selection of classroom capture systems. The backgrounds of the panelists in this session
represent the different approaches that various groups at WCU and NC State have taken to
classroom capture. Capture Sys. have grown out of a small group, a small college, a large college,
and a campus-wide support group.
Though there will be some technical overview of Mediasite, Podcast Producer with iTunes U,
Camtasia Relay, and Podcast Producer with Apple Team Services Wiki, the focus of this session
is intended to be a retrospective on what has worked, what has not worked, lessons learned,
collaboration and future challenges. We look forward to attendees’ discussion, questions, and
comments.
Everette Allen - NC State
Charlie Morris – NC State
Michael Underwood - NC State
Richard Norris - NC State
Neal Torda – Western Carolina

BELLAMY

Identity and Access Management

This will be a panel session on Identity and Access Management given by various UNC System
member universities. Individual talks will focus on recent or current efforts in IAM and if time
permits a brief “lightning round” from audience participants of 2-3 minute verbal updates will
follow. The session will start with a brief overview of IAM. Each participant will give a short
presentation on their recent IAM accomplishments, followed by a couple minutes for questions
and answers. The lightning round can provide additional updates or a request for assistance in a
particular area of Identity and Access Management.
Mark Scheible – NC State
Lynn Frans – Western Carolina
Jan Tax – UNC-Chapel Hill
Steven Hopper – UNC-GA
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DUDLEY

LATIMER

Virtual Computing Lab BOF

Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) adoption continues to grow across North Carolina and the world,
and the Apache VCL open-source development community is maturing. This BOF session is
intended to gather together everyone currently involved with or interested in VCL for an openended discussion. VCL developers from NC State will be in attendance as well as staff from ECU
having extensive experience managing a production VCL installation.
Andy Kurth – NC State
David Creech – East Carolina

CAROLINA

Wireless Networking BOF

It has been 10 years since UNCW’s networking staff implemented its first wireless access point.
Since then, it has grown from a fledgling project to an around-the-clock vital service. With at least
one wireless device per student at UNCW, the aim of this presentation is to show how strategic
management and deployment strategies can ease the pain of this headache by making the process
easier to control. Come join us in a Birds-of-a-Feather discussion about wireless networks.
Michael Yelverton – UNC-Wilmington

AZALEA

Going Mobile On Campus

Mobile devices have become an integral part of the university environment – providing computing
and connectivity in a way never before possible. Join ECU, NC State, and UNC-W for a panel
discussion on organizing, implementing and deploying mobile-based services on campus.
Steve Forehand will talk about ECU’s Onestop Mobile campus portal, which allows students to
access course grades, course schedules, schedule appointments with their adviser, access Self
Service Banner, and more.
Jason Austin will talk about organizing and growing NC State’s mobile initiatives, ranging from
their mobile Web site, iPhone applications, location-based applications and more.
Jeff Brown will talk about UNC-W’s Value Add in the Hand initiative, which mixes text messaging
with campus services and mobile gaming.
Emphasis will be on lessons learned and challenges encountered. Real-world examples will be
highlighted.
Steve Forehand – East Carolina
Jason Austin – NC State
Jeff Brown – UNC-Wilmington

The Un-conference

DEROSSET HP: HP’s new Intel Server Blade System Changes Everything
Drive business innovation and eliminate IT server sprawl with HP’s Intel based Blade System, the
industry’s only Converged Infrastructure architected for any workload from client to cloud. HP
Blade System is engineered to maximize every hour, watt, and dollar, saving up to 56% total cost of
ownership over traditional servers and storage. Blade System shares components between enclosures,
making it fast and easy to create, customize and grow. You can add storage expansion and data
protection without adding more cables or special management.
For mission critical computing and RISC replacement needs, the Intel® Xeon processor 7500 (codename
Nehalem EX) series and the Intel Itanium processor 9000 series offers advanced reliability to maintain data
integrity and minimize downtime, giving you complete confidence for mission critical workloads while
delivering a quantum leap in enterprise computing expansion and data protection without adding more
cables or special management. And you can run your same business applications, trust the same Intel
HP server and storage components and connect to your same networks. HP offers all UNC campuses a
new common sense way for computing, storage and networking; Converged Infrastructure!
HP Mini Netbook door prize from Alphanumeric, must be present to win.
Todd Williams & Mike Watkins, HP Solution Architects
Gary Howard, Intel Solution Architect

BELLAMY

EMC: A Look Behind the Cloud Computing Curtain

Cloud computing is clearly with us for the long haul. The promise of high utilization of existing
assets through virtualization is a siren song few can ignore. Many business and educational
institutions have infrastructure in place today that provides services in a cloud-like fashion.
However, most of us focus on application delivery when we discuss cloud computing since that
is what the end user touches. This talk looks more at what is “behind the curtain” providing an
overview of technology considerations involving storage virtualization, information protection,
and efficient information management in a virtualized IT world.
Stephen Worth – Director, Global Engineering Operations, EMC Corporation

DUDLEY

Ante Up! Use Planning Poker to Prioritize Your Collaborative Projects

Project managers! Come see how you can make job estimation easier and more accurate. This
BOF session will explain the rules of planning poker and allow participants to play rounds with
mock client projects.
Margaret Hudacko – NC State

CAROLINA

After the Breach

The UNC School of Medicine suffered a security breach last summer that required notification of
over 100,000 patients that their information may have been exposed. This presentation will talk
about the scope of damage that is caused by a breach of this magnitude and the many steps that
are necessary for damage control and recovery.
Dennis Schmidt – UNC-Chapel Hill

AZALEA

Ten Strategies in Navigating Your Success

If you are a second line manager and have a burning desire to serve higher education as a future CIO,
this presentation is for you! We will discuss 10 strategies that will assist you in navigating your career
successfully. Have you ever wondered why some people are able to get more done, even in a challenging
climate?
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AZALEA

CAROLINA

Ten Strategies in Navigating Your Success

Learn strategies that will provide pragmatic strategies to assist managers in making the transition to
becoming a leader within the organization. How one engages the cultural dynamics of an organization
is usually a trial and error process. These strategies are culture neutral and empower you, the individual,
to become the critical ingredient in your success. This session will provide you insight into how you can
take charge, control the direction of your career, and minimize the impact of your “failures.” This will be
an engaging and interactive session designed to empower you!
Debra Saunders-White – UNC-Wilmington

LATIMER

The Un-conference

DEROSSET Proactive Process Prevention: Define IT Services Through Data
In this presentation we will discuss the process of adopting the Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) and Information Technology Services Management (ITSM) best practices and how
they can be effective tools for managing IT resources. Specifically we will explain the process that
Western Carolina University has taken to achieve these best practices. The products of these tools
include a public list of services or a service catalog, a standing problem management committee to
develop preventative strategies, and an infrastructure to provide processes for accurate and continual
feedback. In short, the Sys. work together to anticipate potential problems and to minimize their
effect on institutional productivity. In addition, the presentation will include an overview of an IT
staff training program designed to train all IT staff in the ITIL and ITSM processes and how they can
be used to effectively assist customers. The data that results from these practices can also assist IT
management in making decisions regarding trends, infrastructure, support, and staffing. Participants
will leave this session with an understanding of the process of adopting the ITIL and ITSM best
practices as well as some hurdles that may need to be dealt with along the way. Participants will also
leave with resources of where to find information about ITIL and ITSM best practices.
Suzanne Grider – Western Carolina
Dixie Lawson – Western Carolina

BELLAMY

Data Center Disaster Recovery Unplugged

For data center managers, a disaster is an experience nobody wants. Everyone becomes so caught
up with what is going on in the heat of the moment that it really is critical for someone (the data
center manager) to step back and evaluate the recovery effort. This presentation discusses real-life
situations and techniques for managing two major data center shutdowns , and understanding
what can be done proactively with either planning and testing, to either prevent or make the
unknown events more manageable.
Bob Bentz – East Carolina
Rocky Howell
Johnny Rose

DUDLEY

Office of the State Auditor IS Audit Update

This session will explain how the Office of the State Auditor IS/Financial Partnership initiative
will affect IT audits at the universities. The new initiative has IS Auditors assisting the financial
auditors during the financial statement audits. IS Auditors will review information systems
controls each year as part of the financial audits and will continue to perform IT Audits. This
will result in more IT audit coverage at the universities. This session will explain the purpose
and objectives of the IS/Financial Partnership initiative and how it will impact the universities.
Michael Burch – Office of the State Auditor
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Social Media Goes to College: Building Your Campus Community

Social media tools are becoming ever more popular, powerful and prevalent, and no one loves
them more than our students. Those of us in IT have the opportunity to use these tools to
communicate with students and help to improve the campus community. But when is social
media too much social and not enough useful? What are the goals of using social media in the
campus business model and how do we make sure we’re achieving those goals?
Join us while we consider what constitutes a “social medium” and consider the channels IT
organizations should be using. We’ll be taking a look at all the trendy tools of technology: Twitter,
Facebook, blogs and wikis, location-based applications and more. We’ll chat about the day-today use of these tools: how to unleash the power of hash tags, provide consistent value in 140
characters, and aggregate all of your “official” university feeds on Twitter. We’ll also be discussing
the importance of personal vs. professional identities, the implications of Facebook’s privacy
settings and how to educate students (and faculty and staff!) on using discretion.
John Martin – NC State
Jen Riehle – NC State

AZALEA

Quality Development for All Employees on a Shoestring Budget

We’re all facing a similar problem: how can we provide professional development for all levels of
employees when travel and training budgets are being cut on campuses nationwide? Learn how
the Information Technology Systems Division at the University of North Carolina Wilmington
solved this problem by introducing Computing@UNCW, a blended model of instructor-led and
online training that offers targeted educational and professional enrichment opportunities for
university staff members.
Dana Ward – UNC-Wilmington
Jarrett Piner – UNC-Wilmington

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH, 3:30 - 4:30 PM
LATIMER

The Un-conference

DEROSSET IPTV Panel
For this panel discussion, both NC State University and UNC-Wilmington will share their
collective experience and approach to researching and implementing IPTV solutions for their
respective campuses.
NC State University has been engaged in bringing IPTV to their campus for the past 3 years.
We have previously shared our experiences with the research, network environment and system
evaluation at UNC CAUSE. We will now share our experiences in fielding a 26-Channel Pilot to
the campus and the tools and processes we developed in building an Enterprise IPTV System.
UNC-Wilmington will offer a hardware, software and network overview as well as methods that
were used for researching the technologies that are needed to implement IPTV. The attendees
will learn how to set up a basic IPTV environment using open standards, how to evaluate
IPTV systems for the campus environment, and the approach to bringing the awareness of this
emerging technology to the various campus entities.
Bruce Myers – UNC-Wilmington
Bill Cole – NC State
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BELLAMY

AZALEA

Kace/KBOX BOF

System management is a complex and time consuming task that organizations of all sizes must
deal with. Each year we experience increasing numbers of malware and virus threats due in part
to vulnerabilities in third party software products. Software upgrades and patches are a necessity
in order to help mitigate these vulnerabilities. At times we experience problems due to firmware
and hardware driver incompatibilities and bugs that drive the need for a robust and reliable
method of delivering hardware updates to the endpoints. Good reporting is essential for proactive
measures, diagnostics and ongoing maintenance. To address these needs ECU and FPGCDI
purchased the Dell Kace Kbox System Management Application to enable greater capability in
managing and supporting desktop and laptop computer systems. In this presentation, we will
discuss our implementations of the Kbox, including configuration, patch management, remote
desktop support, system maintenance, help desk, reporting and access to this valuable tool by
internal and distributed IT staff.
Lori Hataway – East Carolina
John Garcia – UNC-Chapel Hill

DUDLEY

Learning Space Smackdown

From 2000 to 2009, North Carolina’s $3.2 billion R&R Bond Referendum enabled UNC’s
campuses to improve and expand learning space dramatically. This panel discussion highlights
how five campuses (NCSU, UNC, UNCW, WCU and UNCC) applied distinct paths toward
planning, design and support of more 600 high-tech classrooms. Participants will explore the
varied strategies and compare experiences and lessons learned through this unprecedented
period of growth.
Steve Clark – UNC-Charlotte
Angela Lord – NC State
Gina Platz – UNC-Chapel Hill
Robb Mann – UNC-Wilmington
William Frady – Western Carolina
Joe Schuch – Thorburn Associates

CAROLINA

Apple BOF

How might software and hardware support of Apple devices with both Mac OS and iOS be
handled? What are the challenges we are going to face and what are we doing to meet them?
Traditional IT roles are changing in the face of new devices lead by Apple’s innovation. We need
to consider how we shift resources to improve network availability and performance, deal with
hardware repairs, effect initial deployment, extend service to personally owned devices, enhance
service security and much more. Find out what’s happening at other UNC schools and discuss
possibilities.
Everette Allen – NC State
Kara Ousley – East Carolina
David Creech - East Carolina
Brooks Person – East Carolina

Google Apps for Education User Group

A growing group of North Carolina colleges and universities are sharing their experiences
with implementing Google Apps on their campuses. Join members of the NC Google Apps for
Education User Group for an open roundtable to discuss current issues, share implementation
strategies and chat about planned next steps. This BOF will also be the launch point for planning
a possible spring user group meeting with all NC Google Apps campuses.
Stan North Martin – NC State
Todd Sutton – UNC-Greensboro
Nick Young – NC State
Adam Reagan – UNC-Asheville
Jeff Brown – UNC-Asheville
David Hayler – Appalachian State

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH, 8:30 - 9:15 AM
MCRAE

Battle Against Sensitive Data Leakage

Security programs at universities and in most organizations concentrate on protecting sensitive
data from external malicious attacks. Such protection relies heavily on technical controls
that might include perimeter security, network/wireless security controls and monitoring,
application and software security management and intrusion prevention and detection systems.
Such technologies are needed and quite effective.
But we all must be equally concerned about those inadvertent data leaks, like a steady drip
from a leaking faucet, that go unnoticed until a data security breach makes the headlines! Data
leaks as a result of sensitive data that is e-mailed to users’ home computers, downloaded to
flash drives, copied to unencrypted laptops, stored in shadow databases on local computers or
improperly destroyed or disposed when no longer needed.
To protect the universities’ sensitive data, we must plan a data-centric approach to our security
programs to protect against data leaks. We can never prevent all sensitive data leaks, but steps
can be taken to minimize such leaks. This presentation discusses some of the steps taken at East
Carolina University to minimize sensitive data leakage, our continual efforts in this battle and
explores future options to address this issue.
1. Legal Liability - Lawsuits, Copyright Infringement, Demand for Credit Monitoring and
Restitutions
2. Regulatory Compliance - FERPA, HIPAA, Identity Theft, GLBA, PCI, FISMA, etc.
3. Policies
4. Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Solutions
• Purchased Packages
• Vulnerability Scans
• Encryption Solutions
5. Political Framework
• How do You Handle Sensitive Data When Discovered
• Do You Block Transmission of Sensitive Data
• Do You Require Annual Security Training
6. Security Awareness
7. Industry Standards
8. Where Do We Go From Here
• What Have Other Campuses Implemented
• What Are Your Successes and Failures
Margaret Umphrey – East Carolina
Paula Hutcherson – East Carolina
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LATIMER

CAROLINA

The Un-conference

DEROSSET What’s That Building? Using Google Maps API to Create a Campus Map
Google is the leader in Internet search engines. It has also surpassed many of its competitors in
mapping and directions services. Unlike some other Web mapping sites, Google has exposed
its underlying data through an extensive API. This API lets us create dynamic map displays and
applications suitable for desktop and mobile devices alike.
During this session I will describe our experiences in creating a campus Google map. In the
spirit of this year’s UNC CAUSE, we will describe how we used the expertise of many campus
departments and individuals to improve the map for all users. We will also describe how we were
able to make use of Google’s hosted maps to allow for collaborative mapping without requiring
any programming experience. Other areas of discussion include: soliciting feedback and
corrections for your maps, encouraging participation to avoid stale data, and creating a balanced
team to implement your own maps sites.
In addition to the always important user experience issues, we will describe the technologies
available from Google and others to rapidly deploy maps to your university Web site.
Tony Miller – East Carolina

BELLAMY

Going the Distance Without Leaving Your Desk

Not only are distance and online education programs growing, our on-campus students and faculty
are expecting more online support and resources. UNCG has a campus license for Elluminate
Live! – a synchronous webcasting tool with text and voice chat, display of presentations, Web
sites, and application-sharing, whiteboard activities, polling, video, and breakout rooms. The
library now has its own virtual room in Elluminate to offer workshops, classes, meetings and
support for students, faculty and librarians. With the Distance Education librarian leading the
way, the library instructional tech team jumped on board in 2009 to play with Ellluminate, then
began training other librarians and offering some focused workshops with the UNCG Library &
Information Studies Department and Alumni. The positive feedback and growing support across
campus has led to the library offering a range of workshops, sessions, and meetings in 2010. A
collaborative effort from a few interested players in the library has now opened a new world of
support to online, distance, and on-campus users.
Beth Filar Williams – UNC-Greensboro
Jenny Dale – UNC-Greensboro

DUDLEY

Western Carolina University – What’s in Your Briefcase?

At Western Carolina University, the Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP), a pathway to intentional
learning, was developed to enhance the educational experience of students at WCU. One of the
strategies to help students meet the goals of the QEP is the Educational Briefcase (eB). This tool,
built on the Blackboard 9.1 Learning Management System, provides a place for students to collect
and build “artifacts” from all aspects of their educational experience that demonstrate the ability
to integrate knowledge and skills from their academic and co-curricular experiences. Artifacts will
consist of electronic files of original work – papers, graphics, photographs, videos, or music – plus
a description of how the work represents one or more of the five QEP learning outcomes. The
artifacts can then be combined into electronic portfolios that can be shared with advisors, faculty,
and even graduate school recruiters and potential employers as a representation of the wholeness
of the educational experience at WCU. Join us as we show how the eBriefcase was born, how it is
utilized and how it will eventually be integrated into the student’s life at WCU.

Rightsizing Project Tracking and Management

How can you choose a Project Tracking and Management method that works for your
institution? This is one University’s voyage from no system through a comprehensive enterprise
tool-based system, before arriving at the solution we think is right for us.
Joel Dunn – UNC-Greensboro
Laura Young – UNC-Greensboro
Gloria Thornton – UNC-Greensboro

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH, 9:30 - 10:15 AM
MCRAE

Student Organization Web Application

Managing information for over 200 student organizations on UNCW’s campus has presented
many challenges over the years. Although there are many private companies now available
that have developed systems for managing this type of information, they all come with a
hefty price tag that just may not be feasible in today’s economic climate. With this challenge
in mind, UNCW’s Campus Activities & Involvement Center (CAIC) sought the expertise of
their Information Technology Systems Division (ITSD) to build an in-house system to meet
the university’s needs. This in -house system is a .Net application with a SQL server backend
to gather the data. The application was launched in fall of 2009 and underwent several
enhancements for Version 2 which are now being utilized in its second year of production.
Kris Anderson – UNC-Wilmington
Larissa Lacour – UNC-Wilmington

LATIMER

The Un-conference

DEROSSET Using VoIP to Enhance Mass Emergency Notifications
Through campus-wide collaborative efforts, East Carolina University has significantly enhanced
its Emergency Mass Notification System with VoIP applications. Join us for a demonstration of
our state-of-the-art system and discover ways VoIP applications deliver many new options for
alerting the university’s students, faculty, and staff of a crisis or emergency.
We will present information on the various Emergency Notification System’s components:
• Crisis Management Alert for Response Authorization
• Campus Emergency Notification Dashboard
• ECU Pop Up Alert
• Digital Signage
• PIER Texting
• Indoors Notification via IP Phones
• Outdoors Mass Notification
• Residence Hall Notification
Martin Jackson – East Carolina
Billy Long – East Carolina
Phil Hulsey – East Carolina

Beth Filar Williams – UNC-Greensboro
Jenny Dale – UNC-Greensboro
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BELLAMY

CAROLINA

IT Assessment Tools and Strategies

UNCW’s Information Technology Systems Division (ITSD) has a culture of planning and
assessment. Each year we establish a new set of goals, measure their success, and make decisions
based on these outcomes. These goals are established at the unit, department and division level.
Each area aligns their goals with either the university’s performance measures or the strategic
plan.
This culture of assessment is beneficial in preparation for the upcoming SACS reaccreditation
and ITSD’s pursuit of a comprehensive IT Strategic Plan. The collision of these two major
opportunities piqued the interest in the quality of the existing assessment strategies. Was there
a tool other than an institutionally created survey that could provide the important customer
feedback? The discovery of a comprehensive IT focused research survey provided UNCW’s ITSD
to data that measures performance of core IT functions. The TechQual+ Project is a nation-wide
effort to allow colleges and universities to perform this self-assessment, and if interested to also
do peer comparisons.

Content Strategy for the Web, or Read My Lips(um)

Web development is off to a bad start if the first draft of the Web site comes back full of “lorem
ipsum” text blocks. If visual design precedes content strategy, then your site building will likely
be fraught with pain. It’s no coincidence that “lorem ipsum” or “lipsum” translates into “pain
itself ” because that’s what many developers experience when those content blocks never get
filled and the site layout collapses back in on itself. Interest in content strategy has come late
to the content management dance. Content management systems, rather than strategy, have
dominated the Web scene, possibly arresting as much Web development as they have aided.
This presentation covers topics and examples of content audit and assessment, making content
work for you in SEO, and ensuring that content maintenance is continued after handoff.
Strategic management of content ensures that the interface agrees with its content, with less
pain and more gain at site launch.
Ellen McDaniel – NC State
Mike Vysocka – NC State

This presentation will review UNCW’s ITSD use of goals, objectives, assessment, outcomes
review and decisions based on each. There will be a review of the TechQual+ survey tool and
some examples of outcomes from the implementation of the survey.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10TH, 10:45-11:30 AM

Leah Kraus – UNC-Wilmington

Would you know how to respond if a distributed denial of service attack was launched against
your network and successfully shut it down? What if your databases were compromised and
personal identifying information, or other sensitive data was breached? What would be the
consequences if your website was disabled or defaced and users couldn’t access your site-or
couldn’t trust that the information on the site was accurate? Would you know what to do? These
are real incidents that can happen and not just what ifs.
Symantec reported that 75% of enterprises that they surveyed reported experiencing some
form of cyber attack in 2009; the FBI reported $600 million in 2009 in various losses were
attributed to cyber crime.
Universities must be able to recognize a computer security incident and respond to them
appropriately in order to minimize the damage that they can cause and help prevent future
occurences. This proposal will provide best practices for developing and implementing strategies
for effective incident response. Topics for discussion will include:
• Global Threats
• Incident Response Policy development
• Importance of having an incident response plan
• Incident Response Plan Components
• Common pitfalls in incident planning and preparation
• How to pre-plan for the imminent incident:
• Forensic Data Sources
• Incident Documentation and Log Retention
• Forensic Preservation
• First Responders

DUDLEY

Alternate Reality Games on Campus

In spring 2010, UNC-Chapel Hill conducted its first alternate reality game designed to help
undergraduates learn how to communicate better in relationships. This presentation will describe
the planning process and results of the game.
Alternate reality games (ARGs) are games that merge the real world with the online world.
Players may seek clues in blogs or other Web sites while finding other clues in libraries, bakeries,
or under park benches. Storyline, collaboration, and solving puzzles to find clues are important
aspects of ARG play.
In spring 2010, UNC-Chapel Hill conducted its first ARG, “Should Brandon and Nicole Get
Engaged (ShBANGE).” It was designed to help undergraduates learn how to communicate
better in relationships, a topic that was chosen in conjunction with representatives from the
Office of the Dean of Students and the Campus Y (a service-oriented organization primarily for
undergraduates). Both groups were interested in supplementing their didactic education efforts
with more engaging and immersive efforts.
In ShBANGE, action began when Brandon proposed marriage to Nicole in the Pit. (Brandon
and Nicole were played by actors.) Game confederates handed out custom-made fortune cookies
with URLs to observers after the proposal. In game parlance, this was the primary “rabbit hole”
into the game. Players accessed the Web sites to find story background and to begin a network
of puzzles and clues.
This presentation from project team members will describe the planning process to create the
game and the results of the game. A discussion of how ARGs might be used on our campuses in
the teaching and learning mission will be included.

MCRAE

Computer Incident Response Framework

Zachery Mitcham – UNC-Wilmington

LATIMER

The Un-conference

Libby Evans – UNC-Chapel Hill
Chad Haefele – UNC-Chapel Hill
Laura Christopherson – UNC-Chapel Hill
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DEROSSET Document Management at East Carolina University

CAROLINA

Using Banner Document Management Suite (ApplicationXtender) functional areas of East
Carolina University have regained office space, desk space and managed to organize and share
documents while minimizing paper handling. This presentation will illustrate past, present and
future projects to facilitate the increase of document handling efficiency and information security
within a controlled environment.

Location-based services continue to grow thanks to explosive growth in mobile Web access and
increasing numbers of location-aware devices. Not to mention Facebook, Google and Twitter are
also doing it.

Where U At? Location-Based Services for Higher Education

Paul Gipson – East Carolina

Other services like Foursquare and Gowalla are perfecting the “check-in, take a picture, leave
a review and earn a virtual badge” concept that’s helping the location-based services market to
grow to an estimated $3 billion by 2013.

BELLAMY

But how can colleges and universities get themselves on the map?

Mac Management Made Easy – The Casper Way

Learn how to simplify the life of Mac system administrators using a comprehensive platform to
deploy, update, activate and report for Mac OS X. Increase the efficiency of your IT staff, reduce the
cost of ownership, and minimize liability by providing a framework that enforces software licensing
compliance, security standards, energy usage, and other organizational rules and requirements.
Provide your Mac administrators with best practice strategies to meet the challenges of
supporting Mac OS X in the enterprise, allowing your organization to build and sustain a stable,
cost-effective, and user-friendly computing environment.
The Casper Suite, used by Appalachian State for 3 years, is a powerful framework around which your IT
ecosystem can be unified and extended to manage Mac OS X resources from a single console. Normalize
your IT administration with the only client management suite developed exclusively for Mac OS X.
Kevin Snook – Appalachian State

DUDLEY

Everything Old is New Again

In a world where everyone seems constantly connected through technology, what is the best way
to communicate with new students AND get your message across? After obtaining feedback from
current students and student groups, UNCW’s Information Technology Systems Division (ITSD)
developed a comprehensive communications plan for incoming students which integrated
various methods of communicating, from high tech to low tech options. This layered approach
– including printed mailings, thematic e-mails, a flash drive distributed at orientation and more
– gave students (and their parents) numerous ways of receiving and processing key technology
information over a span of a couple of months before students arrived on campus.

Location-based services can help universities improve and personalize campus tours, collect and
share student-created geo-tagged content, incentivize student attendance and promote university
events, build alumni communities, provide near real time customer service for students, faculty and
staff, generate purpose-built maps from community contributions (like where to park), celebrate
campus history and mythology, even track a senior administrator for a day.
And nothing helps sell the university experience like the people who live it every day.
NC State University is in the midst of rolling out location-based mobile applications and Web
sites designed to create the kind of authentic content, coverage and community engagement
few other Web efforts can duplicate. These free-to-use “hyper-local” services let university units
easily add branded location-based efforts to the social media arsenal.
This presentation will discuss what works and what doesn’t work, and what might work for
location-based services in a university setting, as well as strategies for managing the concerns
that loom large for administrators – privacy, unflattering reviews and inappropriate content.
Tim Jones – NC State

The result: Students arrived at UNCW with more awareness of the technology available to them
and their responsibilities concerning safe computing. They also were better informed regarding
who to contact for technology assistance when needed. Technology issues that ITSD encountered
in the past were minimized.
This presentation will cover specifics on how we came up with our comprehensive plan, our
approach to distributing the information and our various communications methods. We will also
discuss why sometimes going “high tech” isn’t always the answer.
Tami Violette – UNC-Wilmington
Tara Thompson – UNC-Wilmington
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PARTICIPANTS
LAST NAME

FIRST NAME TITLE

LAST NAME
E-MAIL

PHONE NUMBER

APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Bennett
Childers
Combs
Cook
Fee
Gulliver
Hayler
Li
Melton
Moore
Overby
Pope
Powell
Safrit

Michael
Michael
Laramie
Darryl
Wayne
Bill
David
Li
Michelle
Martin
Josh
Brent
Garry
Bradley

Sanders
Seifts
Snook
Taylor
Underwood
Van Gilder
Warren

Andrew
Zach
Kevin
Stephen
Zackary
Tom
Miranda

Waters

Michael

RCOE

bennettmg@appstate.edu

ITS

childersmw@appstate.edu

Network Support

combslm@appstate.edu

Computer Science

dlc@cs.appstate.edu

Info. Tech. Services

feejw@appstate.edu

ITS

gulliverwh@appstate.edu

Network Support

haylerd@appstate.edu

Info. Tech. Services

lil@appstate.edu

Learning Tech. Services

meltonml@appstate.edu

ITS

jmm@pm.appstate.edu

ITS

overbyjb@appstate.edu

Tech. Support Services

popebt@appstate.edu

Tech. Support Services

powellgs@appstate.edu

Network Infrastructure
and Control Sys. (NICS)
Tech. Support Services

safritbh@appstate.edu

LTS
ITS
Webmaster's Office
The Honors College
Tech. Support Services
Tech. Support Services/
ITS
Tech. Support Services/
ITS

(828) 262-6068
(838) 262-7624
(828) 262-6945
(828) 262-2296
(828) 262-6275
(828) 262-6496
(828) 262-8635
(828) 262-6273
828-262-7740
(828) 262-6296
828-262-6033
828-262-6050
(828) 262-3009
(828) 262-8311

828-262-7803
seiftsze@appstate.edu
(828) 262-7741
snookkd@appstate.edu
(828) 262-6682
taylorsa1@appstate.edu
(828) 262-6888
underwoodzw@appstate.edu 828-262-2023
vangildertm@appstate.edu
(828) 262-6272
warrenmm@appstate.edu
828-262-6272
as68439@appstate.edu

watersmc@appstate.edu

(828) 262-7800

EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Bentz
Collins
Cooke
Cottle
Creasey
Creech
Daughtry
Dehoney
DeTiberus

Bob
Sharon
Tony
David
Wendy
David
Jo Lynne
Joanne
Jason

Drake
Forehand
Fraboni
Gipson

Ray
Steven
Richard
Leon

ITS

bentzr@ecu.edu

Academic Outreach

collinss@ecu.edu

ITCS

cooketo@ecu.edu

ITCS

cottled@ecu.edu

IT Comp.

creaseyw@ecu.edu

ITCS

creechd@ecu.edu

ITCS

daughtryj@ecu.edu

ITCS

dehoneyj@ecu.edu

ITCS Enterprise Applications
ITCS

detiberusj@ecu.edu

ITCS

forehands@ecu.edu

ITCS Network Services

frabonir@ecu.edu

draker@ecu.edu

ITCS, Software Develop- gipsonp@ecu.edu
ment Services

(252) 328-9003
(252) 328-9126
(252) 328-9181
252-328-9060
252-328-9000
252-328-9544
(252) 328-9179
252 328 9008
2523289064
(252) 328-9075
(252) 328-9280
(252) 328-9000
(252) 328-9227
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ITCS

Hargett
Hathaway
Howell
Hudson
Hulsey
Hutcherson
Jackson
Karnowski
Long

Greg
Lori
Rocky
Rob
Phillip
Paula
Martin
David
Billy

Long
Manning
Miller
Norris
Ousley
Person
Reynolds
Rhodes
Rose
Schwartz
Sweet
Umphrey
Zimmer

Matthew
Brian
Fred
Joe
Kara
Brooks
Eddie
Colleen
Jonathan
Gloria
Don
Margaret
Brent

ITCS

E-MAIL
hargettg@ecu.edu
hathawayj@ecu.edu
howella@ecu.edu

ITCS

hudsonr@ecu.edu

ITCS

hulseyj@ecu.edu

IT Security

hutchersonp@ecu.edu

Network-Engineering

jacksonmart@ecu.edu
karnowskie@ecu.edu

ITCS - Network Specialist
ITCS

longb@ecu.edu

ITCS

manningb@ecu.edu

ITCS

millerf@ecu.edu

ITCS

norrisj@ecu.edu

ITCS-DTSE

ousleyka@ecu.edu

ITCS

personj@ecu.edu

ITCS

reynoldse@ecu.edu

Network Services

rhodesc@ecu.edu

ITCS

roseja@ecu.edu

ITCS

schwartzg@ecu.edu

ITSDS

sweetd@ecu.edu

IT Security

streeterm@ecu.edu

ITCS

zimmerb@ecu.edu

longm@ecu.edu

PHONE NUMBER

(252) 328-9111
(252) 328-9115
(252) 328-9157
(252) 328-9005
252-328-9284
(252) 328-9186
(252) 328-9016
(252) 328-9078
(252) 328-9000
252-328-9074
(252) 328-9053
252-737-1515
252-328-9013
252-328-9076
(252) 328-9139
252-328-9080
(252) 328-9022
(252) 328-9061
(252) 328-9129
(252) 328-9015
(252) 328-9187
(252) 328-9062

ELIZABETH CITY STATE UNIVERSITY
Adade
Ajumobi
Barclift
Carver
Cobbs

Anthony
Grace
Tim
Angela
Dana

Dance

Rufus

Herring
Jennings
Leary
Mizelle
Peck
Rust

Lemlem
Crystal
Mary
Erika
Susan
Shellee

Sanchez
Seaman
Spence

Nicole
Walter
Shelton

Info. Tech.

akadade@mail.ecsu.edu

Administrative Comp.

gcajumobi@mail.ecsu.edu

Network Services

twbarclift@mail.ecsu.edu

Administrative Comp.

awcarver@mail.ecsu.edu

Info. Tech. Client
Services
IT Administrative
Comp.
IT

dmjcobbs@mail.ecsu.edu

(252) 335-3203
(252)335-3624
252-335-3531
252-335-3513
252-335-3581

rldance@mail.ecsu.edu

252-335-3940

ltherring@mail.ecsu.edu

Network Services

cyjennings@mail.ecsu.edu

Administrative Comp.

meleary@mail.ecsu.edu

Administrative Comp.

enmizelle@mail.ecsu.edu

Academic Comp.

sjpeck@mail.ecsu.edu

IT Administrative
Comp.
IT

srrust@mail.ecsu.edu

(252) 335-3616
252-335-8716
252-335-3838
252-335-3568
(252) 335-3592
252-335-3811

Administrative Comp.

wjseaman@mail.ecsu.edu

Network Services

svspence@mail.ecsu.edu

nhsanchez@mail.ecsu.edu

252-335-3608
(252) 335-3619
252-335-3545

FAYETTEVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY
Damghani

Payman

ITTS

pdamghani@uncfsu.edu

910-672-2974
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LAST NAME

Fuller
Hesseltine
Lucas

FIRST NAME TITLE
ITTS

Claudette
Suzanne
Blaine

ITS

E-MAIL
cfuller@uncfsu.edu
shesseltine@uncfsu.edu
blucas@uncfsu.edu

PHONE NUMBER

LAST NAME

(910) 672-2244
(910) 672-1913
(910) 672-1961

Cole
Cuales
Curtis
Dare
Davis
Deter
Domnick
DuBois
Eaker
Engi
Engi
evans

William
Mike
SJ
Leslie
Danny
Dan
Matthew
Scott
Fred
Derek
Derek
peter

Fallis
Finch
Gardner
Genzel

Darren
Franklin
James
Noah

Gilmore
Gira
Glover
Gonzales
Greene

Alvin
Joshua
James
Mike
Rhonda

Hall
Harben

Damian
Mark

Hill
Hoit
Hudacko

Carol
Marc
Margaret

Office for Info. Tech.

marc_hoit@ncsu.edu
huck@eos.ncsu.edu

Hurteau
James
Jernigan

Johnathan
Greg
John

ITECS/College of Engineering
NCSU Libraries, IT
Comm. Technologies

gajames@fis.ncsu.edu
john_jernigan@ncsu.edu

Johnson
Jones

Joe
Beth

Institute for Advanced
Analytics
OIT

Jones
Jury
King
Klein
Kuh
Kurth
Ladrie

Tim
Joshua
Christopher
Susan
Marc
Andy
David

NC A&T
Burnette
Butler
Cathey
Cooper
Ellis
gibbs
Howard
Williams

Cary
Forrester
Lonnie
Ron
Barbara
wilmote
Robin
Chelsey

Info. Tech.

kerm@ncat.edu

IT Security

sfbutler@ncat.edu

ITT/AIS

catheyl@ncat.edu

Institutional Research

cooperr@ncat.edu

Division of Info. Tech.

ellis@ncat.edu
wgibbs@ncat.edu

Web Support Services

rhoward@ncat.edu

DOIT

chelsey@ncat.edu

(336) 334-7856
(336) 334-7440
(336) 334-7440
336-334-7006
336-256-0543
336-334-7440
336.334.7856
(336) 334-7440

NC CENTRAL UNIVERSITY
Hanes
Monds
Nolen
Ornat
Smith

Billie
Harry
Donald
Steve
John

Info. Tech.

bhanes@nccu.edu

Administrative Comp.

hmonds@nccu.edu

Info. Tech.

dnolen@nccu.edu

ITS/TeleComm.s

steveo@nccu.edu

Info. Tech. Services

jnsmith@nccu.edu

(919) 530-5086
(919) 530-6667
(919) 530-5350
(919) 530-7171
919-530-7488

NC SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Carter
Cavenaugh
Pandi
Smith

Brent
Dewey
Tamar
Lisa

Info. Technologies

carterb@uncsa.edu

Info. Technologies

eddyc@uncsa.edu
tamar@uncsa.edu

Info. Technologies

smithl@uncsa.edu

336-770-3368
336-770-3368
3366311205
336-770-3368

NC STATE UNIVERSITY
Allen
Austin
Baines
Baker
Barnes
Baumann
Beaudoin
Bell
Black
Boswell
Brockelsby
Buffaloe
Carraway
Castanza
Chappelow
Click
Coker

Everette
Jason
John
Twanda
Andrew
Tony
Billy
Mardecia
John
Keith
William
TJ
Debbie
Ralph
Yiling
Andrew
Bill

Office of Info. Tech.

Everette_Allen@ncsu.edu

OIT

jason_austin@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

John_Baines@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

twanda_baker@ncsu.edu

OIT

ajbarnes@ncsu.edu

Coll of Engr - ITECS

tony_baumann@ncsu.edu

ITECS

wrbeaudo@ncsu.edu

ETSS

Mardecia_Bell@ncsu.edu

OIT

john_black@ncsu.edu

COE-ITECS

keith_boswell@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies
Comm. Technologies

william_brockelsby@ncsu.
edu
tbuffal@gw.ncsu.edu

Info. Tech. Division

debbie_carraway@ncsu.edu

OIT

ralph_castanza@ncsu.edu
yiling_chappelow@ncsu.edu

DELTA

andy_click@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

bill_coker@ncsu.edu

(919) 515-4558
(919) 513-4372
(919) 513-7482
(919) 513-4091
919-513-4239
(919) 513-2248
(919) 515-6960
(919) 513-1194
9195150042
(919) 515-7930
9195150114
9195150707
(919) 515-5498
919.513.1168
513-7476
(919) 513-7090
(919) 515-5419
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FIRST NAME TITLE
Comm. Technologies

E-MAIL
whcole@gw.ncsu.edu

DELTA

mpcuales@gmail.com

MEAS

sjcurtis@ncsu.edu

Student Affairs

ladare@ncsu.edu

TSS - Client Solutions

danny_davis@ncsu.edu

OIT-ISO

djdeter@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

matt_domnick@ncsu.edu

DELTA

scott_dubois@ncsu.edu

Student Affairs

fred_eaker@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

derek_engi@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

dwengi@ncsu.edu

College of Physical and
Mathematical Sciences
Security & Compliance

pevans@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

Franklin_Finch@ncsu.edu

OIT - Hosted Services

james_gardner@ncsu.edu

Organizational Resilience Services
Comm. Technologies

nngenzel@ncsu.edu

darren_fallis@ncsu.edu

agilmor2@gw.ncsu.edu
joshua_gira@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

james_glover@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

mdgonzal@gw.ncsu.edu

Enterprise Tech. Support rhonda_greene@ncsu.edu
and Services
ITECS
dhhall@ncsu.edu
Software Licensing
Management

mark_harben@ncsu.edu
carol_hill@ncsu.edu

jthurtea@ncsu.edu

joe_johnson@ncsu.edu

OIT ID and Access Man- beth_jones@ncsu.edu
agement
Web Comm.s
tim_jones@ncsu.edu
Comm. Technologies

jmjury@gw.ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

chris_king@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

Susan_Klein@ncsu.edu
makuh@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

andy_kurth@ncsu.edu

OIT, Learning Space
Support

david_ladrie@ncsu.edu

PHONE NUMBER

9195151349
(919) 749-6246
(919)515-2609
(919) 515-1329
919-513-7944
919-515-5497
9195150113
919.513.0495
919-279-5767
9195150121
919-515-0121
919.513.2083
(919) 515-0120
(919) 513-1951
(919) 513-0250
515-9995
9195150002
(919) 457-6719
919-513-1189
(919) 515-0119
(919) 513-1647
919-515-9786
919-513-4083
(919) 513-3532
919-515-0141
(919) 513-1642
919 513-1744
9195150122
(919) 816-2266
(919) 515-2093
919-513-1192
919-455-3890
9195150163
(919) 515-5431
(919) 515-5415
9195211822
(919) 513-4090
(919) 515-1087
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NC STATE UNIVERSITY
LAST NAME

Ladrie
Little
Locke
Lord

FIRST NAME TITLE
Institute for Advanced
Analytics
ITECS - COE
Robbie

E-MAIL
laura_ladrie@ncsu.edu

Garrison
Angela

OIT

garrison_locke@ncsu.edu

Design & Construction
Services
CAAT

angela_lord@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

vic_lynn@ncsu.edu

College of Engineering
- ITECS

jason_maners@ncsu.edu

Laura

Luken
Lynn
Maners

Denise
Vic
Jason

Martin
Martin
Martin

Beth
John
Stan

McComas
McCorkle
McDaniel
McLane
Mebane
Medley
Mohseni
Morris
Myatt
Nesbitt
Nicholos
Noell
Norris
Pilot
Pipkin
Proctor
Rankin
Renninger
Rich
Riehle
Riley
Ring
Robinson
Rogers
Scheible
Silberberg
Sink
Sparks
Stoner

Mike
Neal
Ellen
Richard
Katherine
John
Samila
Charlie
Jason
James
Harry
Sarah
Richard
Bob
Lee
Jason
Gail
Cheri
Ken
Jennifer
Terri
Adam
Larry
Ed
Mark
Eric
Daniel
Greg
Bert

LAST NAME

(CONT.)

robbie_little@ncsu.edu

denise_luken@ncsu.edu

semartin@ncsu.edu
Office of Info. Tech.

john_martin@ncsu.edu

OIT - Outreach,
Comm.s & Consulting
Office of Info. Tech.

stan_martin@ncsu.edu

IT Security

neal_mccorkle@ncsu.edu

ITECS

mcdaniel@ncsu.edu

ITECS

rsmclane@ncsu.edu

Ofc of Info. Tech.

kathy_mebane@ncsu.edu

Student Affairs

john_medley@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

samila_mohseni@ncsu.edu

CNR

charlie_morris@ncsu.edu

OIT TSS Client Services

jason_myatt@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

james_nesbitt@ncsu.edu

Info. Tech. Division

harry@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

sarah@ncsu.edu

CNR

rdnorris@ncsu.edu

mike_mccomas@ncsu.edu

bob_pilot@ncsu.edu
OIT

Lee_Pipkin@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

jason_proctor@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

Gail_Rankin@ncsu.edu

ComTech

cheri_renninger@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

ken_rich@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

jen_riehle@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

terri_riley@ncsu.edu

ETSS

adam_ring@ncsu.edu

Comp. Services

nlil@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

ed_rogers@ncsu.edu

OIT

mark_scheible@ncsu.edu

ISS

eric_silberberg@ncsu.edu

ITECS

daniel_sink@ncsu.edu

Comm. Technologies

greg_sparks@ncsu.edu

Enterprise Tech. Services Bert_Stoner@ncsu.edu
& Support

PHONE NUMBER

(919) 513-1594
(919) 513-4799
919-513-4371
515-8066
(919) 513-0042
(919) 513-1961
(919) 513-2152
704-995-0689
(919) 513-1196
(919) 515-1348
919-513-4597
(919) 515-0422
(919) 515-8102
919-513-4575
919-513-2385
(919) 515-7336
919-513-1176
919-515-0307
(919) 513-1960
9195150137
(919) 515-5497
(919) 515-5420
(919) 457-6703
(919) 513-2386
(919) 513-1968
9195150388
(919) 513-1179
(919) 513-1954
(919) 515-0125
(919) 513-7924
919-818-7131
(919) 513-1965
(919) 515-5432
(919) 515-4073
919-513-1650
(919) 513-1175
919-513-4573
(919) 515-0105
(919) 513-1956
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FIRST NAME TITLE
ITECS

Underwood

Michael

Valencia
Vysocka

Jason
Michael

Webster
Wells
White
Young

Jeff
Joe
Darren
Nicholas

OIT-Client Services

E-MAIL
michael_underwood@ncsu.
edu
jason_valencia@ncsu.edu

Info. Tech. and Engineering Computer
Services
DELTA

mjvysock@ncsu.edu

Info. Tech. Division

joe_wells@ncsu.edu

jeff_webster@ncsu.edu
darren_white@ncsu.edu

Office of Info. Tech.

nick_young@ncsu.edu

PHONE NUMBER

919-515-0603
919.513.1945
919-513-1639
(919) 513-1250
(919) 513-4086
(919) 515-1997
(919) 513-2716

NON AFFILIATED
Haney
Hudacko
Kiedrowski

Sherrill
Charles
Brent

Melchor

Fred

Schuch

Joe

919.607.5659
919.607.5660
brent.kiedrowski@singlewire. 715-574-5259
hudacko@gmail.com

chudacko@gmail.com

Elon University,
Instructional & Campus
Technologies
Thorburn Associates

com
melchor@elon.edu

336 278-5182

jns@ta-inc.com

(919) 463-9995

OFFICE OF STATE PERSONNEL (OSP)
Bowling
Nattress

Pam
Don

pamela.bowling@osp.nc.gov
don.nattress@osp.nc.gov

(919) 807-4803
(919) 807-4872

OTHER
Russell
Russell

Shawn
Trisa

Engineering Tech.

srussell@cfcc.edu
trussell@cfcc.edu

910.362.7376
910-362-7117

STATE AUDITOR'S OFFICE
Lee
Outlaw

Eunok
Lisa

Preacher

Belinda

Schmidt

Richard

IS Audit

Ann_Lee@ncauditor.net

Office of the State
Auditor
Office of State Auditor IS Audit
IS Audit

lisa_outlaw@ncauditor.net

919-807-7645
(919) 807-7729

belinda_preacher@ncauditor.net
Dan_Schmidt@NCAuditor.net

919-807-7767

ITS

jbrown@unca.edu

IT

mculbert@unca.edu

ITS Admin. Info.
Systems
Info. Tech. Services

rdaugher@unca.edu

(828) 250-2350
(828) 232-5007
(828) 232-5006

ITS

aoliver@unca.edu

ITS

areagan@unca.edu

Info. Tech. Services

reynolds@unca.edu

Info. Tech. Services

rwhite@unca.edu

ITS

lwithrow@unca.edu

9198077760

UNC ASHEVILLE
Brown
Culbertson
Daugherty

Jeff
Mary
Robin

Fox
Oliver
Reagan
Reynolds
White
Withrow

Mark
Adrienne
Adam
David
Richard
Luke

mfox@unca.edu

(828) 232-5018
(828) 232-5005
(828) 545-6582
(828) 232-5017
(828) 232-5009
8282516647
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LAST NAME

FIRST NAME TITLE

E-MAIL

PHONE NUMBER

UNC CHAPEL HILL
Alden
Alpi

Priscilla
Jeffery

Baucom
Bell
Cadwell

Jennifer
Megan
Suzanne

Carroll

Mike

Conrad
Eckert
Evans
Garcia

Larry
David
Elizabeth A.
John

Joyner
King
Kraus
Millbank
Murphy
Neville
Platz
Saltzman
Schmidt

Jeremiah
Lloyd
Robert
Beth
Patrick
Greg
Gina
James
Dennis

Tax
Waddell
Williams

Johannes
Stan
Chris

ITS - US&E

Priscilla_Alden@unc.edu

FPG Child Development alpi@unc.edu
Institute
FPG/UNC
jennifer.baucom@unc.edu

919-843-2103
919-966-4183

ITS Comm.s

megan_bell@unc.edu

ITS-Teaching & Learning
Kenan-Flagler IT User
Services

scadwell@email.unc.edu

919-966-6810
(919) 843-9922
(919) 843-2660

mike_carroll@unc.edu

(919) 962-1374

larry_conrad@unc.edu
David_Eckert@unc.edu
Info. Tech. Services

uevans@email.unc.edu

Frank Porter Graham
Child Development
Institute
ITS

john.garcia@unc.edu

ITS Classroom Hotline

lhk1@email.unc.edu

FPG Child Dev Institute

robert_kraus@unc.edu

Info. Tech. Services

beth_millbank@unc.edu

Info. Tech. Services

pgmurphy@unc.edu

jbjjr@email.unc.edu

ITS Software Acquisition greg_neville@unc.edu
ITS

gina@unc.edu

School of Medicine OIS

james.saltzman@gmail.com

UNC School of Medicine Dennis_Schmidt@med.
unc.edu
Info. Tech. Services
tax@unc.edu
ITS

stan_waddell@unc.edu

ITS ResNET

chris_williams@unc.edu

919-962-3444
(919) 843-8772
919-843-0132
(919) 966-3858
(919) 962-8350
9199626089
919-962-7310
919.843.9201
(919) 360-7530
(919) 962-5276
(919) 962-1450
919-966-0896
919-966-9900
(919) 962-5642
919-445-9397
(919) 259-3294

UNC CHARLOTTE
Adams
Bard
Carr
Carter
Clark
Deyo
Dominick
Eaves Boykin
Gable
Goodman
Gordon

Marcus
Phillip
Mike
Jeff
Steve
Tom
James
Kelley

Harris

Nicole

Bonnie
Rathel
Caryl

maadams@uncc.edu
pmbard@uncc.edu
ITS

mjcarr@uncc.edu
jeffreycarter@uncc.edu

Classroom Support

mphill60@uncc.edu

ITS

tgdeyo@uncc.edu

Info. & Tech. Services

tmarlow5@uncc.edu

ITS

kneavesb@uncc.edu

(704) 687-7477
7046878660
(704) 687-8931
(704) 687-7391
704-687-8729
704.687.8978
704-687-8485
(704) 687-7027

ITS Help Center

bcgable@uncc.edu

ITS Desktop Support

rgoodman@uncc.edu

Center for Teaching &
Learning
Center for Teaching and
Learning

cgordon2@uncc.edu

704-687-5688
(704) 687-2572
704-687-8086

nicole.harris@uncc.edu

704-687-8087
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LAST NAME

FIRST NAME TITLE
ITS

Heath
Horsky
Hunter
Keene
Kicinski
Lamb
Malarz
Moore
Motsinger
Pace
Saccomanno
Shropshire

Willam
Laura
Reginald
Jansen
Chris
Thomas
John
Mike
Chad
Bill
John
Mark

Smith
Teague

Jonathan
Michael

ITS

E-MAIL
wcheath@uncc.edu
lmgoodbu@uncc.edu
rhunter@uncc.edu

Info. Tech.

jgkeene@uncc.edu

Web Services

chrisk@uncc.edu

ITS

tllamb@uncc.edu

ITS

jmalarz@uncc.edu

Health Informatics

mmoor129@uncc.edu

CLAS TST

cmotsing@uncc.edu

ITS-EIM

wpace3@uncc.edu

ITS Network Services

jsaccoma@uncc.edu

Student Union, Activities mdshrops@uncc.edu
and Recreation
ITS Help Center
jbsmith2@uncc.edu
Student Association

mcteague@uncc.edu

PHONE NUMBER

704 687 8927
(704) 687-8988
(704) 687-4981
704-687-7567
(704) 687-2245
(704) 687-3931
(704) 687-3100
7046877883
704-687-0166
704-687-5461
704-687-8941
704-687-2657
7046877177
(704) 687-7107

UNC GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Hudy
Leydon

Paul
John

Liu
Murray

Lizhong
Derrick

Schwab
Stefanick
Walter

Susan
Christopher
Mark

UNC-GA Info. Resources
Shared Services Alliance

jleydon@northcarolina.edu

(919) 962-4583
919 962-4908

lliu@northcarolina.edu

919 9616321

Info. Resources

dtmurray@northcarolina.
(919) 962-4599
edu
sfschwab@northcarolina.edu (919) 918-1091
stefanic@northcarolina.edu (919) 485-3124

egapmh@northcarolina.edu

Info. Resources
Shared Services Alliance

waltermd@northcarolina.
edu

(828) 450-6206

Tech. Enhanced Learning
University Libraries

andersonsl@uncw.edu

(910) 962-3929

twbrands@uncg.edu

business affairs Tech.

cjburnet@uncg.edu

Project Management
Office
ITS

clburns@uncg.edu

(336) 256-1218
(336) 334-5808
(336) 334-4707

Info. Resources - SSA

UNC GREENSBORO
Anderson

Sheri

Brandsma
Burnett
Burns

Terry
Chris
Clarice

Canter
Carr
Cassese
Curry
Dale
Dixon
Dunn
Eagle
Filar
Williams
Gaspar

David
Natsu
Derek
Chuck
Jenny
Jonathan
Joel
James
Beth
Dana

ITS

jrdixon4@uncg.edu

ITS

j_dunn@uncg.edu

Info. Tech. Services

jaeagle@uncg.edu

ERIT

efwilli3@uncg.edu

336-420-7962
(336) 334-4160
3363344414
(336) 334-3304
336-256-0240
252-560-1616
(336) 334-9825
(336) 334-4320
336-256-1232

Client Services - Info.
Tech. Services

dpgaspar@uncg.edu

(336) 334-3902

drcanter@uncg.edu
nlcarr@uncg.edu

ITS - Systems

derek@uncg.edu

Info. Tech. Services

Chuck_Curry@uncg.edu
jedale2@uncg.edu
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UNC GREENSBORO
LAST NAME

FIRST NAME TITLE
ITS

Gore
Gorrell
Hensley
Ivey-Bourne

James
Rob
Susan
Kim

Jones
Kegerise
Kelly
Lankford
Latimer
Lemmons
Lyall
Lytle
McGuinn
McKinnon
Mitchell
Montgomery
Pomeroy
RobertsWyatt
roys
Shorter
Smith
Sutton
Thacker

Derrik
Matthew
Steve
Kelly
Kevin
Ernie
Ivan
Brad
Jack
Kevin
Jon
Craig
Mary
Jeanie

thacker

neal

Thompson
Thornton
Tulloss
Walsh
Whitworth
Williams
Wingler
Young

chris
Teresa
Tammy
Todd
Neal

Austin
Gloria
Janice
Timothy
Jeff
John
Adam
Laura

Orr

LAST NAME

Robert

E-MAIL
robert.orr@uncp.edu

(336) 256-1260
(336) 334-5954
(336) 334-3292
(336) 334-3369

Oxendine
Pait
Saylor

FIRST NAME TITLE
University Comp. and
Info. Systems
Division of Info. Tech.
Terry

Kevin
Cynthia E.

Division of Info. Tech.

kevin.pait@uncp.edu

Division of Info. Tech.

saylor@uncp.edu

3363345300
336-334-9856
(336) 669-7890
3363345540
(336) 334-5552
(336) 256-0159
(336) 334-3127
(336) 334-3419
(336) 256-1107
336-402-9134
336-334-9766
336.334.5541
336-334-5549
(336) 256-0231

Allred
Anderson
Barnes
Barrett
Bowen
Brown
Castellino

Beth
Kris
Slayde
Brian
Holly
Jeff
Lisa

Chapman
Cook
Copeland

Colin
Terri
Tony

Gayford

Matthew

GonzalezMcQuiston
Goodwin

Patricia

Greene
Grover
Gurganious
Hammonds
Hillegass
Hiltebeitel
Hoskins
Hunnicutt
Jackson
Kirk
Kraus
Mann
McCormick
Mcintosh
Miles
Miller
Mitcham
Myers

Bob
Mark
Ellen
Key
Thomas
Dali
Jerome
Jeff
Carlene
Dave
Leah
Robb
Tashia
Elizabeth
Laurie
Bobby
Zachery
Bruce

Nipper

Johnny

(CONT.)
E-MAIL
jlgore2@uncg.edu

Systems and Networks

rwgorrel@uncg.edu

ITS-Systems

susanhensley@uncg.edu

Service Assurance/Project Management Office
ITS-CCA

klivey2@uncg.edu

ITS

dtj@uncg.edu
m_kegeri@uncg.edu
steve_kelly@uncg.edu

ITS-MIS

kwlankfo@uncg.edu

ITS

K_LATIME@UNCG.EDU

Systems and Procedures

ernie_lemmons@uncg.edu
iglyall@uncg.edu

PHONE NUMBER

IT

brad.lytle@uncg.edu

ITS

jhmcguin@uncg.edu

ITS

KMMCKIN2@uncg.edu

ITS

jamitch4@uncg.edu

ITS-MIS

hcmontgo@uncg.edu

ITS

mpomeroy@uncg.edu

ITS Service Operations
& Support

j_wyatt@uncg.edu

PMO

caroys@uncg.edu

ITS

tjshorte@uncg.edu

ITS-DBA

tcsmith@uncg.edu

Info. Tech. Services

tasutton@uncg.edu

Teaching & Learning
Center
university teaching and
learning center
ITS

jnthacke@uncg.edu

3366691992
(336) 334-9751
(336) 334-4356
(336) 256-0474
336-334-5272

nthacker@uncg.edu

336 334-5272

Client Services

gethornt@uncg.edu

ITS

janice_tulloss@uncg.edu

ITS

tpwalsh@uncg.edu

ITS

jnwhitwo@uncg.edu

ITS

jlwill22@uncg.edu

ITS

aswingle@uncg.edu

Business Affairs

lryoung2@uncg.edu

ahthomps@uncg.edu

336-669-1961
336-256-1305
(336) 334-5401
(570) 952-4610
3363349854
(336) 334-3780
(336) 256-1305
(336) 334-4374

UNC PEMBROKE
Cummings
Emanuel

Liz
Tina

Jackson
Manis

Tom
Cassie

Division of Info. Tech.

liz.cummings@uncp.edu

English, Theatre &
Languages
Division of Info. Tech.

tina.emanuel@uncp.edu

Division of Info. Tech.

manis@uncp.edu

tom.jackson@uncp.edu

910-775-4155
(910) 521-6358
(910) 775-4355
910-521-6260
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terry.oxendine@uncp.edu

PHONE NUMBER

(910) 521-6883
(910) 521-6502
(910) 775-4340
(910) 521-6265

UNC WILMINGTON

Art

910-962-2417
910-962-4192
(910) 962-7538
(910) 962-7331
(910) 962-3725
(910) 616-9495
9105123712

Office of e-learning

allredb@uncw.edu

ITSD

andersonkp@uncw.edu

TRAS

barness@uncw.edu

Comp. Services

barrettb@uncw.edu

Application Services

bowenh@uncw.edu

Mathematics

brownj@uncw.edu

Institutional Research
and Assessment
Application Services

castellinol@uncw.edu

ITSD

cookt@uncw.edu

Operations and Systems
Administration
Tech. Research, Assessment & Services
AA/ITSD

copelandt@uncw.edu

(910) 962-7356
910-962-7468
(910) 962-3009

gayfordm@uncw.edu

(910) 508-5970

mcquistonp@uncw.edu

(910) 962-7826

Tech. Research Assessment and Services
ITSD

goodwina@uncw.edu

(910) 962-3046

Greener@uncw.edu

Client Tech. Services

groverm@uncw.edu

ITSDI

jonese@uncw.edu

chapmanc@uncw.edu

Vice Chancellor's Office

miller@uncw.edu

Info. Tech. Sys. Division

mitchamz@uncw.edu

Tech. Needs and Assessment
IT Security

myersbp@uncw.edu

910-962-2881
9109622641
910.962.4227
910-962-7483
609-231-6005
910-962-3830
9109622953
(910) 962-3808
910-962-2700
(910) 962-7479
910-962-2483
(910) 962-3565
910-962-4189
(910) 962-7239
(910) 353-0711
(910) 962-3529
(910) 962-3047
(910) 962-7652

nipperj@uncw.edu

(910) 962-2527

hammondsl@uncw.edu
E-Learning

tdh4620@uncw.edu

ITSD

hiltebeitela@uncw.edu
ojh6256@uncw.edu

ITSD

hunnicutt@uncw.edu

ITSD

jacksoncc@uncw.edu

ITSD - CTS

kirkd@uncw.edu

ITSD

krause@uncw.edu

Client Tech. Services

mannr@uncw.edu

IT Security

mccormickl@uncw.edu

Application Services

mcintoshb@uncw.edu
lbm4393@uncw.edu
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UNC WILMINGTON
LAST NAME

Pallapu
Perry
Piner
Richardson

FIRST NAME TITLE
Integrated Enterprise
Suseel
Solutions
ITSD Comp. Services
Steve

E-MAIL
pallapus@uncw.edu

Jarrett
Emily

pinerj@uncw.edu

SaundersWhite
Sloan

Debra

Speakman
Stanfield
Stugg

Lori
Jeffrey
Patty

Sue
Thompson

Sandie
Patricia

Thompson

Tara

Vagnerini

Beverly

Vetter
Violette
Violette

Ron
Kevin
Tami

Ward
Yelverton

Dana
Michael

Don

LAST NAME

(CONT.)

ITSD

perry@uncw.edu

ITSD - TRAS - Learning richardsoned@uncw.edu
Systems
VC of Info. Tech. Syswhiteds@uncw.edu
tems Division
Integrated Enterprise
Solutions
A/V Media

PHONE NUMBER

9109622557
(910) 962-3103
(910) 962-4357
910-962-2040

(910) 962-3800

speakmanl@uncw.edu

910-962-4184
(910) 962-7282
910-962-7197

Tech. Research & Devel- stuggp@uncw.edu
opment
Application Services
sues@uncw.edu
IT Resource Management
Tech Needs Assessment
& Consulting, ITSD
Tech Res, Assessment &
Services, ITSD
Computer Science

thompsonpl@uncw.edu

(910) 962-3892
910-962-7943

thompsont@uncw.edu

(910) 962-7763

vagnerinib@uncw.edu

(910) 962-7422

vetterr@uncw.edu

ITSD-DCS

violettek@uncw.edu

Interim Director, Client
Tech. Svcs.
Client Services

violettet@uncw.edu

910-962-2160
(910) 962-7336
(919) 962-3805

wardd@uncw.edu
yelvertonm@uncw.edu

E-MAIL

PHONE NUMBER

WINSTON-SALEM STATE UNIVERSITY
George
Goines
Hardy

Cynthia
Gregory
Larry

Mallette

Constance

Systems Administrator

georgecy@wssu.edu

IT

goinesgw@wssu.edu

School of Business and
Economics

hardyl@wssu.edu

336-414-9327
336-750-8706
(336) 750-2353

(910) 962-3888

sloan@uncw.edu

stanfieldj@uncw.edu

FIRST NAME TITLE

(910) 962-3803
(910) 962-4089

WESTERN CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
Bright
Deitz
Frady

Joshua
Colby
William

Franz
Grider

Lynn
Suzanne

Hammer
Koger
Lawson
McFadden

Stanley
Scott
Dixie
Anna

Ottie

Jason

Sanders
Summers

Alan
Zaneta

Torda

Neil

Systems and Operations

jbright@email.wcu.edu

IT

deitz@email.wcu.edu

Division of IT/Client
Services

frady@email.wcu.edu
lfranz@email.wcu.edu

Coulter Faculty Commons

sgrider@email.wcu.edu

828-227-3226
(828) 227-7487
(828) 227-2318
(828) 227-3221
828.227.2279

Info. Tech.

skoger@email.wcu.edu

IT Division

lawson@email.wcu.edu

Coulter Faculty Commons
Coulter Faculty Commons
Info. Tech.

amcfadden@email.wcu.edu

(828) 227-2929
(828) 227-2489
(828) 227-7282
828-227-2093

jnottie@wcu.edu

(828) 227-2927

alsanders@email.wcu.edu

Instructional and Student Comp.
Coulter Faculty Center

zsummers@wcu.edu

828-227-3744
(828) 227-2793

torda@wcu.edu

(828) 227-2667

shammer@email.wcu.edu
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ADOBE
Aiken
Koster

SP CONTROLS
Molly
Patrick

maiken@adobe.com
pkoster@adobe.com

(000) 000-0000
(321) 759-4722

ALPHANUMERIC
Braswell
Braswell
Justus
Vanderberry

Harvey
Karen
Betsy
Rob

hbraswell@alphanumeric.com

Rocky
Michael

tutor_rocky@emc.com

kbraswell@alphanumeric.com
bjustus@alphanumeric.com
rvanderberry@alphanumeric.com

(919) 781-7575
(919) 781-7575
(919) 781-7575
(919) 376-4495

EMC
Tutor
Wade

michael.wade@emc.com

(919) 302-8485
(919) 816-1241

g.walderich@f5.com

(404) 597-1106

F5 NETWORKS
Walderich Jr.

Gary

FORCE10 NETWORKS
Grimes

Eric

egrimes@force10networks.com

James

Steve

sjames@spcontrols.com

(615) 681-4486

sally.Johnson@sungardhe.com
hermey.schlesinger@sungardhe.com

(901) 386-6300
(561) 392-7899

cwaters@tegrity.com

(408) 608-3051

richard_sed@tripplite.com
jeff_stieman@tripplite.com

(919) 845-0321
(773) 869-1088
(773) 869-1111

dave.inman@vistaone.com

(804) 972-3622

SUNGARD HE
Johnson
Schlesinger

Sally
Hermey

TEGRITY
Waters

Curtis

TRIPP LITE
Sed
Stieman
Stieman

Richard
Jeff
Jeff

cgette@tripplite.com

VISTAONE
Inman

Dave

(336) 764-2381

HEWLETT PACKARD
Balliet
Baswell
Berrier
Hicks
Kosch
Lugo
Mauer
Perry
Vail
Watkins
Woodbury

Tom
Phil
Danny
Bill
John
Eric
Alan
Stefanie
Skip
Mike
John

thomas.balliet@hp.com

woodbury@hp.com

(919) 208-3244
(919) 923-4117
(919) 931-0173
(919) 345-3464
(443) 393-4072
(919) 413-5160
(919) 265-4149
(877) 383-4777
(919) 345-5151
(919) 349-9045
(770) 330-2945

Robert

robert.shults@intel.com

(678) 361-8136

Tommy
Tina
Molly
Mike
Shannon
Amy
James

tcoleman@nwnit.com

(336) 232-5248
(919) 653-4452
(919) 653-4440
(919) 818-7100
(919) 653-4422
(919) 653-4441
(919) 653-4461

phil.l.baswell@hp.com
danny.berrier@hp.com
bill.l.hicks@hp.com
john.kosch@hp.com
eric.lugo@hp.com
alan.mauer@hp.com
stefanie.l.perry@hp.com
skip.vail@hp.com
mike.watkins@hp.com

INTEL
Shults

NWN
Coleman
Dorsey
Hildebrandt
Kane
Ludwig
Robinson
Welch

tdorsey@nwnit.com
mhildebrandt@nwnit.com
mikane@nwnit.com
sludwig@nwnit.com
arobinson@nwnit.com
jwelch@nwnit.com

SAMSUNG USA
Kern

Josh

jkern@sea.samsung.com

(919) 367-8924
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VENDORS

CDW-G/NETAPP
EVENT SPONSOR

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF OUR VENDORS:

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

ADOBE

CISCO

EVENT SPONSOR

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX
AKIBIA
ALPHANUMERIC
EVENT SPONSOR
VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

CONSONUS
















 





ANGEL

ARGYLESOCIAL

DATA NETWORK SOLUTIONS
DATA NETWORKS
DELL/INTEL

EVENT SPONSOR
ARUBA NETWORKS

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

EMC

EVENT SPONSOR
AT&T
NETWORKING SPONSOR
AVAYA

EPLUS
EPSON AMERICA

CA TECHNOLOGIES

F5 NETWORKS
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FORCE10 NETWORKS

NETSTAR-1

EVENT SPONSOR

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

GOVCONNECTION

NWN

EVENT SPONSOR

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

HP

ORACLE

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

EVENT SPONSOR

IBM

EVENT SPONSOR

EVENT SPONSOR

REDLAMBDA

VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

IRON MOUNTAIN

SAMSUNG USA

JAMF SOFTWARE

SHI

LENOVO
SMARTERSYSTEMS
MERU NETWORKS
SP CONTROLS
METECH RECYCLING
MOBILE EDUCATION
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SUNGARD HE
TEGRITY
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THORBURN ASSOCIATES

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

TIMEWARNER CABLE

NETWORKING SPONSOR

TREND MICRO
TRIPP LITE

CHARGING / POWER DISTRIBUTION
VENDOR PRESENTATION PAGE XX

VION
VISTAONE

VMWARE
WHITLOCK GROUP
XEROX AUDIOVISUAL
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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